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CUBIC FIELDS: A PRIMER
SOPHIE MARQUES AND KENNETH WARD
Abstract. We classify all cubic extensions of any field of arbitrary characteristic, up to isomor-
phism, via an explicit construction involving three fundamental types of cubic forms. We deduce
a classification of any Galois cubic extension of a field. The splitting and ramification of places
in a separable cubic extension of any global function field are completely determined, and precise
Riemann-Hurwitz formulae are given. In doing so, we determine the decomposition of any cubic
polynomial over a finite field.
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Introduction
In this paper, we give a complete classification of cubic field extensions up to isomorphism
over an arbitrary field of any characteristic, which we had begun in [4]. More precisely, in
Corollary 1.3, we prove that any cubic extension of an arbitrary field admits a generator y,
explicitly determined in terms of an arbitrary initial generating equation, such that
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(1) y3 “ a, with a P F , or
(2) (a) y3 ´ 3y “ a, with a P F , when p ‰ 3, or
(b) y3 ` ay ` a2 “ 0, with a P F , when p “ 3.
In §1.3, we devise a procedure to compare, up to isomorphism, any two separable cubic
extensions of a given field. When the characteristic is not equal to 3, this employs the
purely cubic closure which we determine in Theorem 1.4, whereas the Galois closure is
needed in characteristic 3, eliminating the need for the brute force computations given in
[4]. As we demonstrate, the purely cubic closure is essential for the study of cubic extensions
which are not pure in characteristic distinct from 3. Furthermore, when the characteristic is
equal to 3, the form (2)(a) we obtain can be viewed as a generalised Artin-Schreier form for
separable extensions, where the techniques from Artin-Schreier theory can be adapted. We
emphasize that all of our classifications (in any characteristic) are valid for any separable
cubic extension.
For Galois cubics extensions L{F , we prove in §1.4 that one of the following cases occurs,
where each generator is again explicitly determined:
(1) If p “ 3, then L{F is an Artin-Schreier extension; that is, there is a generator y of
L{F such that y3 ´ y “ a with a P F .
(2) If p ‰ 3 and F contains a primitive 3rd root of unity, then L{F is an Kummer
extension; that is, there is a generator y of L{F such that y3 “ a with a P F .
(3) If p ‰ 3 and F does not contain a primitive 3rd root of unity, then L{F is an extension
with a generator y of L{F such that y3 ´ 3y “ 2a
2`2a´1
a2`a`1
with a P F .
Cases (1) and (2) are of course well known; we are able to deduce these again in a completely
explicit and elementary way. Among Galois extensions, our primary focus is the third case,
where Artin-Schreier and Kummer theory do not apply. We employ a generalised form of a
Shank cubic polynomial in order to describe the Galois cubic extensions of the form (3) by
way of an (explicit) one-to-one correspondence (Theorem 1.16). We also describe the Galois
action on generators of the form (3) (Corollary 1.9); this is a consequence of Theorem 1.8,
which determines when generators of the form (3) result in isomorphic extensions.
In §3, we describe the splitting and ramification for any place in a separable cubic exten-
sion of a global function field. To accomplish this, we use Kummer’s theorem to determine
splitting of cubic polynomials over a finite field, as all residue fields are finite. Thus, in §2, we
characterise completely the decomposition of any cubic polynomial over a finite field, using
earlier results of Dickson, Pommerening, and Williams [2, 6, 12]. This study of decomposi-
tion permits us to obtain in §3.3 a Riemann-Hurwitz formula for any separable extension of
a cubic global function field (Theorems 3.22, 3.24, 3.27).
While the classification we give for ramification, splitting, and genera is presented here for
global function fields, many of the methods employed remain valid over any global field. As
an example, we present Proposition 1.19, which characterises certain Galois cubic extensions
and is proven separately over Q and Fqpxq. We intend to produce a second study which
addresses number fields, as there are substantive differences between the two types of global
fields.
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1. Classification of cubics over any field
In this section, we wish to obtain a complete and concise description of generating equa-
tions for cubic fields. The classification we obtain yields a family of three types of generating
equations, all of which require only one parameter and are depressed, i.e., possess no qua-
dratic term (§1.1). This classification is valid over any field. We note that of the families
we obtain when p ‰ 3 have generating equation X3´ 3X ´ a; in this case, when ´3 is not a
square in F , then the linear coefficient cannot be removed. We also provide a procedure per-
mitting to determine whether any two cubic extensions are isomorphic (§1.3). When p ‰ 3,
in order to determine when two cubics are isomorphic, we make the use of the purely cubic
closure (see Definition 1.1), which we determine precisely in §1.2. The purely cubic closure
is important for studying impure cubic extensions (as we will see again in later sections, for
instance, when we study ramification and splitting in §3). When p “ 3, the Galois closure
is used in the same way to find the analogous requisite criteria for isomorphism of two cubic
extensions.
We then classify Galois cubics in any characteristic p ‰ 3, which gives an analogue for all
Galois cubic extensions which are not addressed in Artin-Schreier and Kummer theory. We
show that the form we obtain in this case can be viewed as equivalent to a weaker form of
a Shanks polynomial [8]. Curiously, we note that in the form
X3 ´ 3X ´
2a2 ` 2a´ 1
a2 ` a2 ` 1
,
which we obtain when p ‰ 3 and the extension is impurely cubic, the denominator a2`a`1
of the constant coefficient is equal to an evaluation X2 ` X ` 1|X“a of the cyclotomic
polynomial for primitive 3rd roots of unity.
Henceforth, we let F denote a field and p “ charpF q the characteristic of this field, where
we admit the possibility p “ 0 unless stated otherwise. We let F denote the algebraic closure
of F .
Definition 1.1. ‚ If p ‰ 3, a generator y of a cubic extension L{F with minimal poly-
nomial of the form X3´a pa P F q is called a purely cubic generator, and L{F is called
a purely cubic extension. If p “ 3, such an extension is simply called purely inseparable.
‚ If p ‰ 3 and a cubic extension L{F does not possess a generator with minimal poly-
nomial of this form, then L{F is called impurely cubic.
‚ For any cubic extension L{F , we define the purely cubic closure of L{F to be the
smallest extension F 1 of F such that LF 1{F 1 is purely cubic.
1.1. Generating polynomials. In the next theorem, we prove that the irreducibility of
any cubic polynomial over any field F depends upon that of polynomials of the form
(1) X3 ´ a, with a P F ,
(2) (a) X3 ´ 3X ´ a, with a P F , if p ‰ 3, or
(b) X3 ` aX ` a2, with a P F , if p “ 3.
The criteria we give therefore depend on the field characteristic, particularly whether or not
the characteristic is 3.
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Theorem 1.2. Let T pXq “ X3 ` eX2 ` fX ` g be any cubic polynomial with coefficients
in F . Then one of the following is satisfied:
(1) g “ 0 or ´27g2 ´ 2f 3 ` 9egf “ 0 and T pXq is reducible.
(2) g ‰ 0, ´27g2 ´ 2f 3 ` 9egf ‰ 0, 3eg “ f 2 and T pXq is reducible if, and only if,
RpXq “ X3 ´ a is reducible, where a “ 27g
3
´27g2`f3
.
(3) p ‰ 3, g ‰ 0, ´27g2 ´ 2f 3 ` 9egf ‰ 0, and 3eg ‰ f 2, and T pXq is reducible if, and
only if, SpXq “ X3 ´ 3X ´ a is reducible where a “ ´2´ p27g
2´9efg`2f3q2
p3ge´f2q3
.
(4) p “ 3, f ‰ 0, and g ‰ 0, and T pXq is reducible if, and only if, ´f 2e2` ge3` f 3 “ 0
or GpXq “ X3 ` aX ` a2 is reducible, where
¨ a “ g
2
f3
when e “ 0,
¨ a “ ´f
2e2`ge3`f3
e6
when e ‰ 0 and ´f 2e2 ` ge3 ` f 3 ‰ 0.
Proof. Let x P F .
(1) Suppose that g “ 0. Then T pXq “ X3 ` eX2 ` fX “ XpX2 ` eX ` fq, whence
T pXq is reducible. Now, suppose that g ‰ 0 and ´27g2 ´ 2f 3 ` 9egf “ 0, then
0 “
ˆ
f 3
g
˙«ˆ
´
3g
f
˙3
` e
ˆ
´
3g
f
˙2
` f
ˆ
´
3g
f
˙
` g
ff
“
ˆ
f 3
g
˙
T
ˆ
´
3g
f
˙
,
whence T pXq is reducible with ´3g
f
P F as a root.
(2) Suppose g ‰ 0, ´27g2 ´ 2f 3 ` 9egf ‰ 0, and 3eg “ f 2. Then T pxq “ 0 if, and only
if, y3 “ 27g
3
´27g2`f3
P F , where
y “
3gx
fx` 3g
.
We note that x “ 3gy
3g´fy
. We have x ‰ ´3g
f
as ´27g2 ´ 2f 3 ` 9egf ‰ 0. Moreover,
x P F if, and only if, y P F . It follows that T pXq is irreducible if, and only if,
´27g2 ` f 3 is not a cube in F .
(3) Suppose p ‰ 3, g ‰ 0, ´27g2 ´ 2f 3 ` 9egf ‰ 0, and 3eg ´ f 2 ‰ 0, T pxq “ 0 if, and
only if, y3´3y “ a where y “ ´p6efg´f
3´27g2qx`3gp3eg´f2q
p3eg´f2qpfx`3gq
and a “ ´2´ p27g
2´9efg`2f3q2
p3ge´f2q3
.
Note that
¨ x “ ´3gpy´1qp3eg´f
2q
fp3eg´f2qy`6egf´f3´27g2
,
¨ x ‰ ´3g
f
since ´27g2 ´ 2f 3 ` 9egf ‰ 0 and
¨ y ‰ ´6egf´f
3´27g2
fp3eg´f2q
, since g ‰ 0 and ´27g2 ´ 2f 3 ` 9egf ‰ 0.
Thus, T pXq is irreducible if, and only if, SpXq “ X3 ´ 3X ´ a is irreducible where
a “ ´2´ p27g
2´9efg`2f3q2
p3ge´f2q3
.
(4) Suppose p “ 3, 3eg ‰ f 2, that is f ‰ 0 since p “ 3 and g ‰ 0.
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¨ If e “ 0, then T pxq “ 0 if, and only if, y3 ` ay ` a2 “ 0 where y “ g
f2
x and
a “ g
2
f3
. Note that x “ f
2
g
y.
¨ Suppose e ‰ 0 and T pxq “ 0. Note that when x “ f
e
, then ´f 2e2` ge3` f 3 “ 0
and T pXq is reducible. Suppose that ´f 2e2 ` ge3 ` f 3 ‰ 0 then T pxq “ 0 if,
and only if, y3` ay` a2 “ 0 where y “ ´f
2e2`ge3`f3
e4pex´fq
and a “ ´f
2e2`ge3`f3
e6
. Note
that x “ fe
4y´f2e2`ge3`f3
e5y
.

From this, we can deduce the following corollary without difficulty, which reduces the
study of any cubic extension into exactly three one-parameter forms.
Corollary 1.3. Let L{F be any cubic extension with generator y with minimal polynomial
X3` eX2` fX` g, where e, f, g P F . Then there exists a generator z of L{F with minimal
polynomial of the form
(1) X3 ´ a with a “ 27g
3
´27g2`f3
and z “ 3gy
fy`3g
, when 3eg “ f 2.
(2) (a) X3 ´ 3X ´ a with a “ ´2 ´ p27g
2´9efg`2f3q2
p3ge´f2q3
and z “ ´p6efg´f
3´27g2qy`3gp3eg´f2q
p3eg´f2qpfy`3gq
,
when 3eg ‰ f 2 and p ‰ 3.
(b) X3 ` aX ` a2 with
¨ a “ g
2
f3
and z “ g
f2
y, when e “ 0,
¨ a “ ´f
2e2`ge3`f3
e6
and z “ ´f
2e2`ge3`f3
e4pey´fq
, when e ‰ 0 and ´f 2e2` ge3`f 3 ‰ 0,
and p “ 3.
By the previous theorem, we know that when 3eg “ f 2, then L{F is purely cubic when
p ‰ 3, and that L{F is purely inseparable when p “ 3.
1.2. Purely cubic extensions. In order to obtain a complete classification of cubic exten-
sions (up to isomorphism), we still need a criterion deciding when two cubic extensions are
isomorphic. When p ‰ 3, we have two possible types of generating equations: y3 ´ 3y ´ a
and y3 ´ a. So we first need to determine when the minimal equation y3 ´ 3y ´ a “ 0
represents a purely cubic extension. In this section, we obtain a criterion for the coefficients
of the minimal polynomial of a cubic extension L{F which determines whether or not the
extension is purely cubic.
Theorem 1.4. Suppose p ‰ 3. Let L{F be a cubic extension and y a primitive element
with minimal polynomial
T pXq “ X3 ´ 3X ´ a
where a P F . Then, L{F is purely cubic if, and only if, the polynomial SpXq “ X2`aX`1
has a root in F . Let c be a root of SpXq in F . In other words, F pcq is the purely cubic
closure for L{F . More precisely,
u “
cy ´ 1
y ´ c
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is a purely cubic generator for Lpcq{F pcq such that u3 “ c if, and only if,
y “
cu´ 1
u´ c
is a generator of L{F with minimal polynomial T pXq.
Proof. Suppose that p ‰ 3. Let L{F be a cubic extension and y a primitive element such
that y3´3y´a “ 0. Any primitive element of L{F is of the form u “ ey`f
gy`h
for e, f, g, h P F ,
since the elements of the set ty, uy, u, 1u are linearly dependent over F . Moreover, e, g are
not both equal to 0, since u is a primitive element. We wish to determine which extensions
admit a primitive element u such that u3 “ c, for some c P F . Note that c cannot be a
cube, since L{F is a cubic extension. We have that u3 “ c and u “ ey`f
gy`h
is equivalent to
p´e3 ` cg3qy3 ` p´3fe2 ` 3cg2hqy2 ` p´3f 2e` 3cgh2qy ` ch3 ´ f 3 “ 0.
Equivalently, since y3 “ 3y ` a,
p´3fe2 ` 3cg2hqy2 ` p´3f 2e` 3cgh2 ´ 3e3 ` 3cg3qy ´ ae3 ` acg3 ´ f 3 ` ch3 “ 0.
As t1, y, y2u forms a basis of L{F , we then have that$&
%
´3fe2 ` 3cg2h “ 0 p1q
´3f 2e` 3cgh2 ´ 3e3 ` 3cg3 “ 0 p2q
´ae3 ` acg3 ´ f 3 ` ch3 “ 0 p3q
Note that f and g are nonzero. Indeed, if f “ 0, then by p1q either g “ 0 or h “ 0 since
c ‰ 0. When g “ 0, by p2q, e “ 0, but g and e cannot be both zero, hence this case is
impossible. When h “ 0, p2q implies that c is a cube, which is also impossible. Similarly,
if g “ 0, since e and g are not both zero, p1q implies that f is zero, and by the previous
argument this is impossible.
Since f and g are nonzero, without loss of generality, one can suppose that f “ ´1 and
g “ 1, as u is a purely cubic generator, then lu is also a purely cubic generator, for any
nonzero l P F . Replacing these values in the previous system yields the new system$&
%
e2 ` ch “ 0 p1q
´e` ch2 ´ e3 ` c “ 0 p2q
1` ch3 ´ ae3 ` ac “ 0 p3q
From p1q, h “ ´ e
2
c
since c ‰ 0, and substitution in p2q and p3q lead to"
pc´ eqp´e3 ` cq “ 0 p1q
p´e3 ` cqpac2 ` c` e3q “ 0 p2q
From p1q and the fact that c is a noncube, we find e “ c, and substituting in p2q, we obtain
c2 ` ac ` 1 “ 0. Moreover, h “ ´ e
2
c
“ ´c. Thus, in order for L{F to be purely cubic, the
polynomial X2 ` aX ` 1 needs to have a root c in F , and if this is the case, then
u “
cy ´ 1
y ´ c
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is such that
u3 “ c.
Thus the theorem. 
We note that in the Galois case, this purely cubic closure is simply an extension by a
primitive third root of unity.
Corollary 1.5. Suppose that F does not contain a primitive 3rd root of unity. Let L{F be
a Galois geometric extension and y a primitive element such that fpyq “ y3 ´ 3y ´ a “ 0.
Then F pξq is purely cubic closure for L{F .
Proof. Suppose F does not contain a primitive 3rd root of unity. Let L{F be a Galois
geometric extension and y a primitive element such that fpyq “ y3 ´ 3y ´ a “ 0. Let c˘
denote the two roots of the quadratic polynomial SpXq “ X2 ` aX ` 1. Let r be a root of
the quadratic resolvent
RpXq “ X2 ` 3aX ` p´27` 9a2q
of the cubic polynomial X3 ´ 3X ´ a. The element r lies in F by [1, Theorem 2.3], as L{F
is by supposition Galois.
We will prove that one can find a root of the polynomial SpXq which is of the form ur`v
with u and v P F pξq. We note that
Spur ` vq “ pur ` vq2 ` apur ` vq ` 1
“ u2r2 ` 2uvr ` v2 ` aur ` av ` 1
“ u2p´3ar ´ p´27` 9a2qq ` 2uvr ` v2 ` aur ` av ` 1
“ rup´3au` 2v ` aq ` u2p27´ 9a2q ` v2 ` av ` 1 “ 0
We then determine whether there exists a solution to the system
´3au` 2v ` a “ 0
u2p27´ 9a2q ` v2 ` av ` 1 “ 0
Thus,
u “
2v ` a
3a
and
0 “
ˆ
2v ` a
3a
˙2
9p3´ a2q ` v2 ` av ` 1
“
p4v2 ` 4va` a2q
a2
p3´ a2q ` v2 ` av ` 1
“ 3
ˆ
4
a2
´ 1
˙
v2 ` 3a
ˆ
4
a2
´ 1
˙
v ` a2
ˆ
4
a2
´ 1
˙
.
Therefore,
3v2 ` 3av ` a2 “ 0
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Note that if ξ is a primitive 3rd root of unity, then v` “
apξ´1q
3
and v´ “
ap´ξ´2q
3
are the
two roots of the previous equation, which yields u` “
2ξ`1
9
and u´ “
´2ξ´1
9
. Thus, the two
roots of the polynomial X2 ` aX ` 1 are given by
c` “
ˆ
2
9
r `
1
3
a
˙
ξ `
1
9
r ´
1
3
a and c´ “ σpc`q “
ˆ
´
2
9
r ´
1
3
a
˙
ξ ´
1
9
r ´
2
3
a.
As a consequence, F pc˘q “ F pξq. 
1.3. Isomorphic cubics. Now, we consider two cubic extensions L1 and L2 of F , and we
wish to give criteria which determine when they are isomorphic (we write L1 » L2 when
this is so).
1.3.1. p ‰ 3. When p ‰ 3, if L1 » L2, then L1 is purely cubic if, and only if, L2 is purely
cubic. In order to determine when L1 or L2 are purely cubic, we use Corollary 1.3 and
Theorem 1.4. When both L1 and L2 are both purely cubic, we use the following result to
determine if L1 » L2. Note that we do not assuming in the following lemma that any of the
cubic extensions are Galois.
Theorem 1.6. Suppose that L1{F and L2{F are two cubic extensions, with yi a generator
of Li{F and y
3
i “ ai with ai P F , for each i “ 1, 2. Then the following assertions are
equivalent:
(1) L1 » L2,
(2) y1 “ cy
j
2 where j “ 1, 2 and c P F ,
(3) a1 “ c
3a
j
2 where j “ 1, 2 and c P F .
Proof. p2q and p3q are clearly equivalent. We now prove that p1q and p2q are equivalent. If
y1 “ cy
j
2 where j “ 1, 2 and c P F , then clearly, L1 » L2. For the converse, suppose then
that L1 » L2. Thus y1 P Lpy2q, so that there are e, f, g P F such that y1 “ ey
2
2 ` fy2 ` g.
Thus
y31 “ pey
2
2 ` fy2 ` gq
3
“ e3y62 ` 3fe
2y52 ` 3epge` f
2qy42 ` fpf
2 ` 6geqy32 ` 3gpge` f
2qy22 ` 3g
2fy2 ` g
3
“ p3eg2 ` 3f 2g ` 3fe2aqy22 ` p3g
2f ` 3e2ag ` 3eaf 2qy2 ` f
3a ` 6fage` e3a2 ` g3,
which lies in F . As ty22, y2, 1u is a basis of L2{F , we therefore have the following system:
3eg2 ` 3f 2g ` 3fe2a2 “ 0 p1q
3g2f ` 3e2a2g ` 3ea2f
2 “ 0. p2q
If g “ 0, then 3fe2a2 “ 0 in which case either e “ 0 or f “ 0. In both cases, the theorem
is proven. If g ‰ 0 and f “ 0, then 3eg2 “ 0 implies e “ 0, which is impossible, as y1 is a
generator of L1{K. Thus, if g ‰ 0, then f ‰ 0. If, on the other hand, g and f are not 0,
then we may compute f ¨ p1q ´ g ¨ p2q, which yields
´3ep´g3 ` f 3a2q “ 0.
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As y2 defines a cubic extension, a2 is not a cube; thus e “ 0, and by p1q, 3f
2g “ 0, which
implies that either f “ 0 or g “ 0. If e “ 0 and f “ 0, then y1 does not generate L1,
a contradiction. We are thus left with the case e “ 0 and g “ 0, whence y1 satisfies the
theorem once again. 
We easily obtain from this the following corollary, which describes the Galois action on a
purely cubic generator in the Galois closure of a purely cubic extension.
Corollary 1.7. Let y1 and y2 be two distinct roots of an irreducible polynomial X
3´3X´a
in F . Then y1 “ ξy2 where ξ is a primitive 3
rd root of unity.
Now, we suppose that L1 is impurely cubic, and that L1 » L2, whence L2 is also impurely
cubic. Moreover, since p ‰ 3, Li has a generator yi such that y
3
i ´ 3yi “ ai where ai P F
by Corollary 1.3, and the polynomial X2 ` aiX ` 1 is irreducible over F by Theorem 1.4.
The following result describes when the two extensions L1 and L2 are isomorphic, which
concludes the classification of cubics up to isomorphism when p ‰ 3.
Theorem 1.8. Suppose that L1{F and L2{F are two cubic extensions, with yi a generator
of Li{F and y
3
i ´ 3yi “ ai with ai P F such that the polynomial X
2 ` aiX ` 1 is irreducible
over F , for each i “ 1, 2. Then the following assertions are equivalent:
(1) L1 » L2,
(2) y1 “ αy
2
2 ` βy2 ´ 2α, where α, β P F such that α
2 ` a2αβ ` β
2 “ 1 and
(3) a1 “ ´3a2α
2β`a2β
3`6α`α3a22´8α
3, where α, β P F such that α2`a2αβ`β
2 “ 1.
Proof. Suppose that L1{F and L2{F are two cubic extensions, with yi a generator of Li{F
and y3i ´ 3yi “ ai with ai P F , for each i “ 1, 2. We let ci be a root of the polynomial
X2 ` aiX ` 1, for each i “ 1, 2.
Suppose L1 » L2. We have that L1pc1q{F pc1q is purely cubic by Theorem 1.4 and since
L1 » L2, then L1pc1q » L2pc2q; thus L2pc2q{F pc1q is purely cubic and F pc1q “ F pc2q since
c2 P F pc1q. By Theorem 1.4, we then know that
ui “
ciyi ´ 1
yi ´ ci
is a pure cubic generator of Lipciq{F pciq such that u
3
i “ ci, i “ 1, 2. By Lemma 1.6, we have
that u1 “ du
j
2 where j “ 1, 2 and d P F pc1q “ F pc2q and c1 “ d
3c
j
2. Note that ui can also be
expressed via the basis 1, yi, y
2
i as
ui “
ci
ciai ` 2
py2i ` ciyi ´ 2q
Similarly,
yi “
ciui ´ 1
ui ´ ci
“ ´
1
ci
u2i ´ ui.
We have
u2i “
c2i
pciai ` 2q2
py2i ` ciyi ´ 2q
2
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“
c2i
pciai ` 2q2
ppc2i ´ 1qy
2
i ` pai ` 2ciqyi ` 2ciai ` 4q
“ ´
c2i
pciai ` 2q
py2i `
1
ci
yi ´ 2q.
When j “ 1,
y1 “ ´
1
c1
u21 ´ u1 “ ´
1
dc2
u22 ´ du2
“
c2
dpc2a2 ` 2q
py22 `
1
c2
y2 ´ 2q ´
dc2
c2a2 ` 2
py22 ` c2y2 ´ 2q p˚q
“
c2p1´ d
2q
dpc2a2 ` 2q
y22 `
p1´ c22d
2q
dpc2a2 ` 2q
y2 ´ 2
c2p1´ d
2q
dpc2a2 ` 2q
We set α “ c2p1´d
2q
dpc2a2`2q
and β “
p1´c2
2
d2q
dpc2a2`2q
. As L1 » L2 and ty
2
2, y2, 1u form a basis, α and β
are in F . Moreover,
α2 ` a2αβ ` β
2 “ 1,
since c22 ` a2c2 ` 1 “ 0.
When j “ 2, as u32 “ c2, we have
y1 “ ´
1
c1
u21 ´ u1 “ ´
1
dc22
u42 ´ du
2
2 “ ´
1
dc2
u2 ´ du
2
2
“ ´
1
dpc2a2 ` 2q
py22 ` c2y2 ´ 2q `
dc22
c2a2 ` 2
py22 `
1
c2
y2 ´ 2q p˚˚q
“
pc22d
2 ´ 1q
dpc2a2 ` 2q
y22 `
c2pd
2 ´ 1q
dpc2a2 ` 2q
y2 ´ 2
pc22d
2 ´ 1q
dpc2a2 ` 2q
As before, setting α “
pc2
2
d2´1q
dpc2a2`2q
and β “ c2pd
2´1q
dpc2a2`2q
, we have that α and β are in F and
α2 ` aαβ ` β2 “ 1.
Conversely, if y1 “ αy
2
2 ` βy2 ´ 2α, where α, β P F are such that α
2 ` a2αβ ` β
2 “ 1, and
y2 is such that y
3
2 ´ 3y2 ´ a2 “ 0, then
y31 ´ 3y1 “ 3αpα
2 ` αa2β ` β
2 ´ 1qy22
` 3βpα2 ` a2αβ ` β
2 ´ 1qy2 ´ 3a2α
2β ` a2β
3 ` 6α` α3a22 ´ 8α
3
“ ´3a2α
2β ` a2β
3 ` 6α ` α3a22 ´ 8α
3.
Clearly, p2q and p3q are also equivalent. 
The next corollary then describes the Galois action on the generator in the Galois closure.
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Corollary 1.9. Let y1 and y2 be two distinct roots of an irreducible polynomial X
3´3X´a
in F . Then
y1 “ ´
1` 2f
a
y22 ` fy2 `
2p1` 2fq
a
where f P F is a root of the polynomial
X2 `X `
a2 ´ 1
a2 ´ 4
Proof. From Corollary 1.7 and following the proof of Theorem 1.8, as u1 “ ξu2, we have
that p˚q is satisfied with d “ ξ. Thus,
y1 “
cp1´ ξ2q
ξpca` 2q
y22 `
p1´ ξ2c2q
ξpca` 2q
y2 ´ 2
cp1´ ξ2q
ξpca` 2q
p1q
In p1q we set f “ 1´ξ
2c2
ξpca`2q
“ ´ ξca`1
ξpca`2q
, then
f 2 ` f “
pξca´ 1q2 ` pξca´ 1qpca` 2q
pca` 2q2
“
pa2 ´ 1qpca` 1q
c2a2 ` 4ca ` 4
“
a2 ´ 1
a4 ´ 4
since c2 “ ´ca´ 1. Moreover, 2f`1
a
“ cp1´ξ
2q
ξpca`2q
. Hence the result. 
Remark 1.10. Note that f in Corollary 1.9 is such that f “ ´6`ar
3pa2´4q
, where r is a root of
the quadratic resolvent
RpXq “ X2 ` 3aX ` p´27` 9a2q
of the polynomial fpXq.
1.3.2. p “ 3. When p “ 3, if L1 » L2, then L1 is separable if, and only if, L2 is separable.
Note that if L1 and L2 is inseparable, then L1 » L2, by the proof of Lemma 1.6, since p1q
and p2q in the proof are always satisfied. If L1 and L2 are separable, then the following
Theorem accomplishes what we need, in accordance with Corollary 1.3.
Theorem 1.11. Suppose that p “ 3, and let Li “ F pyiq{F pi “ 1, 2q be two separable
extensions of degree 3 of the form y3i ` aiyi ` a
2
i “ 0, ai P F , i “ 1, 2. Then the following
statements are equivalent:
(1) L1 » L2.
(2) y2 “ ´βp
j
a1
y1 `
1
a1
wq where w P F , j “ 1, 2 and β “ ´ja1 ´ p
w3
a1
` wq P F ;
(3)
a2 “
pja21 ` pw
3 ` a1wqq
2
a31
,
where j “ 1, 2 and w P F .
Proof. Via evaluation of the discriminant of the polynomial X3`aiX`a
2
i , the Galois closure
of Li is seen to be Lipbiq where b
2
i “ ´ai. Moreover, Lipbiq{Fipbiq is an Artin-Schreier
extension with Artin-Schreier generator yi
bi
possessing minimal polynomial X3 ´ X ` bi.
Suppose that L1 » L2. Then L1pb1q “ L2pb2q is the common Galois closure of L1{F and
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L2{F , and
y1
b1
and y2
b2
are two Artin-Schreier generators of the same Artin-Schreier extension.
Thus, by [10, Proposition 5.8.6], we know that y2
b2
“ j y1
b1
` c with 1 ď j ď 2 and c P F , and
that
b2 “ jb1 ` pc
3 ´ cq. p˚q
We have
y2 “ b2
ˆ
j
y1
b1
` c
˙
“
jb2
b1
y1 ` b2c “ ´
jb2b1
a1
y1 ` b2c
“ ´
jb2b1
a1
y1 ´
b2b1
a1
b1c “ ´b1b2
ˆ
j
a1
y1 `
1
a1
b1c
˙
.
As y2 P F py1q, we have that b2c P F ,
b2
b1
P F , whence w :“ b1c P F . Multiplication of p˚q by
b1 yields
β :“ b1b2 “ ´ja1 ` pb1c
3 ´ b1cq
“ ´ja1 ´
ˆ
w3
a1
` w
˙
.
Thus,
a2 “
p´ja1 ´ p
w3
a1
` wqq2
a1
“
pja21 ` pw
3 ` a1wqq
2
a31
and
(1) y2 “ ´β
ˆ
j
a
y1 `
1
a1
w
˙
.
Conversely, suppose that (1) holds, where w P F and β “ ´ja1 ´ p
w3
a1
` wq. Then, since
y31 “ ´a1y1 ´ a
2
1, we have
y32 “ ´β
3p
j
a1
y1 `
1
a1
wq3 “ ´β3
j
a31
y31 ´
β3
a31
w3 “ β3
j
a21
y1 ` β
3 j
a1
´
β3
a31
w3
“ ´
β2
a1
ˆ
β
ˆ
j
a1
y1 `
1
a1
w
˙˙
`
β3
a21
ˆ
w ` ja1 ´
w3
a1
˙
“ ´
β2
a1
y2 ´
β4
a21
“ ´a2y2 ´ a
2
2.
where a2 “
β2
a1
. Finally, one may easily compute that conditions p2q and p3q are equivalent.

In this case, we also deduce from Lemma 1.11 the Galois action on the generator in the
Galois closure via the following corollary.
Corollary 1.12. Let p “ 3, and let y1 and y2 be two distinct roots in F of an irreducible
polynomial X3 ` aX ` a2. Then y1 “ y2 ` lb, where b
2 “ ´a and l “ 1, 2.
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Proof. Following the notation in the proof of Theorem 1.11, we have that y1
b
“ y2
b
` l where
l “ 1, 2 and b2 “ ´a since yi
b
, i “ 1, 2 are roots of an Artin-Schreier polynomial. Thus
y1 “ y2 ` lb. 
1.4. Galois cubics. We conclude this section with the classification of Galois cubics. In
this section, we will prove that if L{F is a Galois cubic extension, then
(1) If p “ 3, then L{F is an Artin-Schreier extension; that is, there is a generator y of
L{F such that y3 ´ y ´ a with a P F .
(2) If p ‰ 3 and F contains a primitive 3rd root of unity, then L{F is an Kummer
extension; that is, there is a generator y of L{F such that y3 ´ a with a P F .
(3) If p ‰ 3 and F does not contain a primitive 3rd root of unity, then L{F is an extension
with a generator y of L{F such that y3 ´ 3y ´ 2a
2`2a´1
a2`a`1
with a P F .
Parts p1q and p2q are well known; we include a proof to illustrate how these forms can
be deduced directly from Corollary 1.3 to give a explicit Artin-Schreier (resp., Kummer)
generator.
Theorem 1.13. Let p “ 3, let L{F be a Galois extension of degree 3. Then there is a
primitive element z such that its minimal polynomial is of the form Rpzq “ z3 ´ z ´ a.
Furthermore, this primitive element is explicitly determined.
Proof. By Corollary 1.3, we know that there is a primitive element y1 such that its minimal
polynomial is of the form
SpXq “ X3 ` bX ` b2.
The discriminant of such a polynomial is equal to ´4b3. As L{F is Galois, the discriminant
is a square, thus ´b is a square, say ´b “ a2. With y “ y1{a, it follows that y3´ y “ a. 
In the case that p ‰ 3, a cubic extension L{K being Galois, F containing a primitive 3rd
root of unity and L{K being purely cubic are closely related as explained in the following
theorem.
Theorem 1.14. Let p ‰ 3. Let L{F be a cubic extension.
(1) If F contains a primitive 3rd root of unity, then L{F is Galois if, and only if, it is
purely cubic.
(2) If L{F is purely cubic, then L{F is Galois if, and only if, F contains a primitive 3rd
root of unity.
Proof. Let p ‰ 3. Let L{F be a cubic extension.
(1) Suppose that F contains a primitive 3rd root of unity ξ.
Suppose that L{F is purely cubic. Then we may find a primitive element y such
that its minimal polynomial is y3 “ a, for some a P F . In the usual way, the three
elements y, ξy, and ξ2y are the roots of the minimal polynomial of y, and they are
all contained in L. Thus, L{F is Galois, and GalpL{F q “ Z{3Z.
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Suppose now that L{F is Galois, and let y be a primitive element of L{F with
minimal equation y3 ` ey2 ` fy ` g “ 0. By Corollary 1.3, if 3eg “ f 2, then L{F is
purely cubic. Suppose then that 3eg ‰ f 2. By Corollary 1.3, there exists a primitive
element z (which is explicitly determined) with minimal polynomial T pXq “ X3 ´
3X ´ a. By Corollary 1.5, we have that L{K is purely cubic, and Theorem 1.5 gives
an explicit purely cubic genererator.
(2) Suppose L{F be a purely cubic extension, so that y3 “ a for some a P F . As in [1,
Theorem 2.3], L{K is Galois if, and only if,
‚ p ‰ 2 and the discriminant ∆ “ ´27a2 is a square in F , which in turn is
equivalent to F containing a primitive 3rd root of unity, or
‚ p “ 2 and the resolvent polynomial RpXq “ X2` aX ` a2 is reducible, which is
true if, and only if, X2`X ` 1 is reducible, i.e., F contains a primitive 3rd root
of unity.

Theorem 1.14 proves that when F contains a primitive 3rd root of unity, a cubic extension
L{F is Galois if, and only if, the extension L{F is purely cubic. Particularly, when F does
not contain a primitive 3rd root of unity and L{F is Galois, then by Corollary 1.3, L{F
admits a primitive element with minimal polynomial of the form X3´3X´a, where a P F .
It follows that when p ‰ 3, it remains to identify the Galois extensions with a generator
with minimal polynomial of the form X3 ´ 3X ´ a, where a P F .
Shanks studied Galois cubic extensions of Q with generation
y3 ` ay2 ´ pa` 3qy ` 1,
where a P Z [8]. This led also to the definition of a Shanks cubic function field [7] as a
Galois cubic extension L{Fqpxq with generating equation y
3 ` ay2 ´ pa ` 3qy ` 1, where
a P Fqrxs. We note that over Q or Fqpxq, the Shanks cubics so defined do not include all
Galois cubic extensions. One may, however, show that any Galois cubic extension L{F such
that F does not contain a primitive 3rd root of unity admits a generator y with minimal
equation X3`aX2´pa`3qX`1, where a P F . We give the proof of this, which A. Brumer
shared with us in a helpful discussion; we will use this form to identify the missing Galois
extensions.
Lemma 1.15. Let p ‰ 3. Suppose that F does not contain a primitive 3rd root of unity.
A Galois cubic extension L{F has a primitive element y with minimal polynomial X3 `
aX2 ´ pa` 3qX ` 1, where a P F . Moreover, σpyq “ ´1{py ´ 1q, where σ is a generator of
GalpL{F q.
Proof. Let L “ F pzq, and let Σ be a generator of the Galois group GalpF pzq{F q. Then
σpzq “ Σpzq, where
Σ “
ˆ
a b
c d
˙
P GL2pF q,
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where we denote Σpzq “ paz ` bq{pcz ` dq. As σ is of order 3, we have Σ3 ´ I “ 0, where
I denotes the 2 ˆ 2 identity matrix, and the minimal polynomial of Σ is a polynomial of
degree 1 or 2 dividing X3 ´ 1 “ pX ´ 1qpX2 ` X ` 1q. The polyomial X2 ` X ` 1 is
irreducible, as F does not contain a primitive 3rd root of unity by assumption. Thus, the
minimal polynomial is either X ´ 1 or X2 ` X ` 1. If the minimal polynomial is X ´ 1,
then 1 is the only eigenvalue for Σ, and thus Σ is either similar to I orˆ
1 1
0 1
˙
,
but neither of these has order 3, as p ‰ 3. It follows that the minimal polynomial of Σ is
equal to X2 `X ` 1 and therefore similar to the matrixˆ
0 ´1
1 ´1
˙
.
Thus, there is a matrix S P GL2pF q such that
S´1ΣS “
ˆ
0 ´1
1 ´1
˙
.
We let y “ S´1pzq. We obtain
σpyq “ S´1σpzq “ S´1Σpzq “ S´1ΣSpyq “
ˆ
0 ´1
1 ´1
˙
pyq “
´1
y ´ 1
.
Thus,
σ2pyq “
´1
σpyq ´ 1
“
y ´ 1
y
.
Moreover, y is a root of the polynomial
X3 ´ py ` σpyq ` σ2pyqqX2 ` pyσpyq ` yσ2pyq ` σpyqσ2pyqqX ´ yσpyqσ2pyq.
We note that
y ` σpyq ` σ2pyq “
y3 ´ 3y ` 1
ypy ´ 1q
;
zσpyq ` yσ2pyq ` σpyqσ2pyq “
y3 ´ 3y2 ` 1
ypy ´ 1q
and
yσpyqσ2pyq “ ´1.
Defining
a “ ´
y3 ´ 3y ` 1
ypy ´ 1q
,
we then have
a` 3 “ ´
y3 ´ 3y2 ` 1
ypy ´ 1q
,
and the minimal polynomial of y is X3 ` aX2 ´ pa` 3qX ` 1, with a P F . 
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In next result, we prove that when F does not contain a primitive 3rd root of unity, any
Galois cubic extension has a generator y with minimal polynomial
X3 ´ 3X ´
2b2 ` 2b´ 1
b2 ` b` 1
announced at the beginning of §1. In doing so, we give an explicit one-to-one correspondence
between y and the generator z with minimal polynomial of the form X3`aX2´pa`3qX`1.
Theorem 1.16. Let p ‰ 3. Suppose that F does not contain a primitive 3rd root of unity.
Let L{F be a Galois cubic extension. Then there is a generator w of L{F whose minimal
polynomial equal to
X3 ´ 3X ´
2b2 ` 2b´ 1
b2 ` b` 1
,
where b P F . More precisely, y is a generator with minimal polynomial X3 ` aX2 ´ pa `
3qX ` 1, where a P F if, and only if, w “ 3`ay
3´pa`3qy
is a generator with minimal polynomial
equal to X3 ´ 3X ´ 2a
2`6a´9
a2`3a`9
, where a “ 3b P F . Furthermore, σpyq “ ´1{py ´ 1q and
σpwq “ ´ pb
2`b`1qw`bpb´2q
pb2´1qw`pb2`b`1q
, where σ is a fixed choice of generator of GalpL{F q.
Proof. By Lemma 1.15, we have that there is a generator y with minimal polynomial X3 `
aX2 ´ pa` 3qX ` 1, where a P F . Via the change of basis
w “
3` ay
3´ pa` 3qy
:“Mpyq
(see Theorem 1.3), where M is the matrix defined as
M “
ˆ
3 a
3 ´pa ` 3q
˙
,
we find via Corollary 1.3 that w satisfies the cubic equation
w3 ´ 3w “
2a2 ` 6a´ 9
a2 ` 3a` 9
,
Letting b “ a
3
, we then obtain
w3 ´ 3w “
2b2 ` 2b´ 1
b2 ` b` 1
.
Moreover,
σpwq “M ¨ σpyq “M
ˆ
0 ´1
1 ´1
˙
M´1w
“
ˆ
´pa2 ` 3a` 9q ´apa` 6q
a2 ´ 9 a2 ` 3a` 9
˙
w
“
´pa2 ` 3a` 9qw ´ apa ´ 6q
pa2 ´ 9qw ` a2 ` 3a` 9
“
´pb2 ` b` 1qw ´ bpb´ 2q
pb2 ´ 1qw ` pb2 ` b` 1q
.
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Finally, the reverse transformation
y “
3pw ´ 1q
a` wpa` 3q
,
converts this generator w into a Shank generator. 
Remark 1.17. We note that the quantity a2 ` a ` 1 “ pa ` ξqpa` ξ2q in Theorem 1.16 is
a norm of F pξq over F .
Suppose that F “ K is a global field, i.e., a function field over a finite field, or a number
field. If the base field F “ K is a function field with field of constants Fq, let OK,x denote
the ring of integers of K over Fqrxs, where x P KzFq. Then one can write the element b in
the Theorem 1.16 as b “ A
B
with A,B P OK,x. If the base field K is a number field, then the
same can be done in OK , the ring of integers over Z in K. We obtain the following corollary
in terms of this decomposition.
Corollary 1.18. Let K be a global field which does not contain a primitive 3rd root of unity,
and let L{K be a Galois cubic extension. Then there is a generator w of L{K with minimal
polynomial equal to
X3 ´ 3X ´
2A2 ` 2AB ´B2
A2 ` AB `B2
,
where A,B lie in OK,x if K{Fq is a function field and OK if K is a number field.
When K “ Q, or K “ Fqpxq with q ” ´1 mod 3, this yields an additional corollary
on the irreducible factors appearing in the denominator of the parameter b in the form
X3 ´ 3X ´ b.
Proposition 1.19. Let K “ Q, or K “ Fqpxq with q ” ´1 mod 3, and let L{K a Galois
cubic extension. By Theorem 1.16, L{K has a primitive element with minimal polynomial
of the form
T pXq “ X3 ´ 3X ´ b
with b “ P
Q
, where P,Q P Z or Fqrxs such that pP,Qq “ 1. Then we have
Q “ w
ź
i
Qeii pei P Nq
(1) if K “ Q, then each Qi is a prime number such that Qi ” 1 mod 3 and w “ ˘1;
and
(2) if K “ Fqpxq with q ” ´1 mod 3, then each Qi P Fqrxs is unitary and irreducible of
even degree and w P F˚q .
Proof. Let ξ be a primitive 3rd root of unity.
(1) By [5, Corollary 10.4], a prime number p splits in Qpξq if, and only if, p ” 1 mod 3.
Moreover, by [5, Proposition 10.2] , the ring of integers of Qpξq is equal to Zrξs, and
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by [11, Theorem 11.1], the ring Zrξs is a unique factorisation domain. Thus, Qi is a
prime number with Qi ” 1 mod 3, if and only if
Qi “ pAi ` ξBiqpAi ` ξ
2Biq “ A
2
i ` AiBi `B
2
i
where Ai, Bi P Z are coprime.
(2) By [3, Theorem 3.46], an irreducible polynomial over Fq of degree n factors over
Fqkrxs into gcdpk, nq irreducible polynomials of degree n{ gcdpk, nq. It follows that
an irreducible polynomial over Fq factors in Fq2 into polynomials of smaller degree
if, and only if, gcdp2, nq ą 1, i.e., 2|n. As a consequence, the irreducible polynomials
in Fq2rxs are those irreducible polynomials of odd degree in Fqrxs or those occurring
as factors of irreducible polynomials of even degree in Fqrxs. Thus, only even degree
irreducible polynomials Qi P Fqrxs can be written as a norm
Qi “ pAi ` ξBiqpAi ` ξ
2Biq “ A
2
i ` AiBi `B
2
i
with Ai, Bi P Fqrxs coprime.
Since in both cases, the norm map sending α ` ξβ to α2 ` αβ ` β2 is multiplicative and
Kpξq is a unique factorisation domain, we obtain the result. 
Remark 1.20. Conversely, when Q “ w
ś
iQi is of the form specified in Proposition 1.19,
then one may find a Galois extension with primitive element possessing minimal polynomial
of the form
T pXq “ X3 ´ 3X ´ b
with b “ P
Q
, where P P Z or Fqrxs. As Kpξq is a unique factorisation domain, it follows
that any Qi can be uniquely written as a product Qi “ pAi ` ξBiqpAi ` ξ
2Biq. Therefore,
writing each irreducible factor Qi | Q in this way, and using the norm map, we may then
write Q “ A2 `AB `B2 for some A,B P Z or Fqrxs. These coprime A and B are precisely
all of the possible such elements of Z or Fqrxs which result in a Galois cubic extension with
generation y3´ 3y´ P
Q
, and for such a Galois extension, P “ 2A2` 2AB´B2. This remark
together with Proposition 1.19 thus describes how to obtain all Galois cubic extensions of
Q, and of Fqpxq when q ” ´1 mod 3.
2. Decomposition of cubic polynomials over a finite field
Let Fs denote a finite field with s “ p
m elements, where p is a prime integer. In this section,
we use the forms of Corollary 1.3 to obtain a simple characterisation of the irreducibility
and splitting of cubic polynomials over any finite field. This will be needed for our detailed
study of ramification and splitting for cubic function fields.
As it will be useful in a few results which follow, particularly in characteristics 2 and 3,
we state the usual definition of the trace map from the finite field Fs “ Fpm to the prime
field Fp:
Tr : Fpm Ñ Fp, Trpαq “ α ` α
p ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` αp
m´1
.
If fpXq “ X3 ` eX2 ` fX ` g is any cubic polynomial where e, f, g P Fs, then by Theorem
1.2, fpXq is reducible in the following cases:
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‚ g “ 0
‚ ´27g2 ´ 2f 3 ` 9egf “ 0 p˚q
‚ p “ 3, ´f 2e2 ` ge3 ` f 3 “ 0
Furthermore, in the proof of Theorem 1.2, we give an explicit root of fpXq in each of these
cases. It follows that when any of these occur, we may write fpXq “ pX ´ rqQpXq, where
r P Fs is this explicit root and QpXq P FsrXs is quadratic, so that it remains only to study
the splitting of a quadratic polynomial over Fs. We have:
‚ If p ‰ 2, then as is true for a quadratic polynomial over a field of characteristic zero,
QpXq is reducible over Fs if, and only if, its discriminant is a square in Fs, and QpXq
has distinct roots when this discriminant is nonzero.
‚ If p “ 2, the discriminant is not the requisite tool; instead, the trace map Trp¨q defined
above may be used [6, Proposition 1].
On the other hand, when the cases listed in p˚q above do not occur, then also as in Theorem
1.2, there is an explicit change of variable which reduces the study of the decomposition of
fpXq over Fs to one of the following three forms of polynomial:
(1) X3 ´ a, a P Fs;
(2) X3 ´ 3X ´ a, a P Fs, when p ‰ 3;
(3) X3 ` aX ` a2, a P Fs, when p “ 3.
In this section, we thus proceed to study the decomposition of these forms over Fs.
2.1. X3 ´ a, a P Fs. In characteristic 3, the study is immediate, as X
3 ´ a is irreducible
if, and only if, a is not a cube, and as soon as a is a cube, say a “ b3, b P Fs, then
X3 ´ a “ pX ´ bq3. Thus, we are left to study the case p ‰ 3. We let ξ denote a primitive
3rd root of unity.
Lemma 2.1. Let p ‰ 3 and fpXq “ X3´a, where a P Fs. Then all possible decompositions
of fpXq over Fs are as follows:
(1) fpXq is irreducible if, and only if, s ” 1 mod 3 and aps´1q{3 “ ξi, for some i “ 1, 2.
(2) fpXq “ pX´αqQpXq where α P Fs and QpXq is an irreducible quadratic polynomial
if, and only if, s ” ´1 mod 3.
(3) The case fpXq “ pX ´ αqpX ´ βq2 with α, β P Fs and α ‰ β cannot occur.
(4) fpXq has a unique root with multiplicity 3 if, and only if, a “ 0.
(5) fpXq “ pX ´ αqpX ´ βqpX ´ γq with α, β, γ P Fs distinct if, and only if, s ” 1
mod 3 and aps´1q{3 “ 1.
Proof. (1) A cubic polynomial over any field is irreducible if, and only if, it has no root
in that field. Thus, fpXq is irreducible if, and only if, a is not a cube in Fs. If
s ” ´1 mod 3, then a is always a cube. Indeed, any element b P Fs is a cube: F
˚
s is
a group under multiplication of order s´ 1, and by Lagrange’s theorem, bs´1 “ 1 in
Fs. Thus, b
2s´1 “ b. If s ” ´1 mod 3, then there is l P Z such that s “ 3l ´ 1 and
b2s´1 “ b6l´3 “ pb2l´1q3 “ b, whence b is a cube.
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As a consequence, if a is not a cube, then s ” 1 mod 3. Furthermore, if s ” 1
mod 3, so that 3 | s´ 1, we let y in Fs be a root of X
3 ´ a. We may write
a
s´1
3 “ ys´1
in Fs. Also, GalpFs3{Fsq “ xφy, where φ is the Frobenius automorphism of Fs3
over Fs sending α Ñ α
s. The polynomial fpXq is irreducible over Fs if, and only
if, Fspyq “ Fs3. This is equivalent to y
s´1 “ ξi, with i “ 1, 2. Indeed, when
ys “ y, then GalpFspyq{Fsq “ tIdu, whence Fspyq “ Fs, so that X
3´ a would not be
irreducible and when ys ‰ y, then as ξy and ξ2y are the other two roots of X3 ´ a
and φ P GalpFspyq{Fsq, then φ sends a root of X
3 ´ a to another such root, so that
ys “ ξiy for some i “ 1, 2. In this case, |GalpFspyq{Fsq| “ 3 and X
3´a is irreducible.
(2) fpXq “ pX´αqQpXq where α P Fs and QpXq is an irreducible quadratic polynomial,
if and only if fpXq has a root α in Fs and the two other roots ξα and ξ
2α are not
in Fs. Equivalently, a is a cube and ξ R Fs .Thus, using what we proved in p1q, we
obtain the result.
(3) If fpXq has a root α, then since the two other roots are ξα and ξ2α, it follows
immediately that these three roots are all distinct unless α “ 0, in which case they
are all equal. Thus, the case fpXq “ pX ´ αqpX ´ βq2 with α, β P Fs and α ‰ β
cannot occur.
(4) If fpXq “ pX ´αq3, then the equality X3´a “ pX ´αq3 “ X3´ 3αX2` 3α2X ´α3
implies that ´α3 “ 0. It again follows that α “ 0, and hence that X3 ´ a “ X3,
which holds if, and only if, a “ 0.
(5) This is the complement of all other cases.

2.2. X3 ´ 3X ´ a, a P Fs, p ‰ 3. This is the only case remaining for the study of the
splitting of a polynomial over a finite field when p ‰ 3.
Lemma 2.2. Let p ‰ 3 and fpXq “ X3 ´ 3X ´ a, where a P Fs. We denote by ∆ :“
´27pa2 ´ 4q the discriminant of fpXq and δ P Fs such that δ
2 “ a2 ´ 4. Then all possible
decompositions of fpXq over Fs are as follows:
(1) fpXq is irreducible if, and only if,
(a) p ‰ 2,
(i) s ” 1 mod 3, ∆ is a non-zero square and 1
2
pa` δq is not a cube in Fs, or
(ii) s “ 5 and a “ ˘1; or
(b) p “ 2 ps “ 2mq, a ‰ 0, Trp1{a2q “ Trp1q, and the roots of T 2 ` aT ` 1 are
non-cubes in Fs, when m is even (resp. in Fs2, when m is odd).
(2) fpXq “ pX´αqQpXq where α P Fs and QpXq is an irreducible quadratic polynomial
if, and only if,
(a) p ‰ 2 and ∆ is a non-square in Fs; or
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(b) p “ 2, a ‰ 0, and Trp1{a2q ‰ Trp1q.
(3) fpXq “ pX ´ αqpX ´ βq2 with α, β P Fs and α ‰ β if, and only if, a “ ˘2.
(4) fpXq may never have a unique root with multiplicity 3.
(5) fpXq “ pX ´αqpX´βqpX´ γq with α, β, γ P Fs distinct if, and only if, a ‰ ˘2 and
(a) p ‰ 2, ∆ is a square, and either
‚ s ” 1 mod 3, and 1
2
pa` δq is a cube in Fs, or
‚ s ‰ 5, or
‚ s “ 5 and a ‰ ˘1;
or
(b) p “ 2 ps “ 2mq, Trp1{a2q “ Trp1q and the roots of T 2 ` aT ` 1 are cubes in Fs,
when m is even (resp. in Fs2, when m is odd).
Proof. (1) (a) Suppose p ‰ 2. We denote by t a root of the polynomial X2 ` 3 in Fs.
(i) Suppose also that s ” 1 mod 3. Thus, ´3 is a square in Fs and Fsptq “ Fs.
As ´3 is a square in Fs, it follows that a
2´ 4 is a square in Fs if, and only
if, ∆ is. When ∆ is a square in Fs, there is δ P Fs such that a
2 ´ 4 “ δ2.
By [2, Theorem 3], the polynomial fpXq is irreducible over Fs if, and only
if, its discriminant ∆ is a nonzero square and the element 1
2
pa ` δq is a
non-cube in Fs.
(ii) If s ” ´1 mod 3, then again by [2, Theorem 3], the irreducible cubic
polynomials in FsrXs are given by
X3 ´ 3Xν´
1
3
ps´2qps`1q ´ ν ´ νs “ 0, p˚q
where ν P Fsptq is a non-cube in Fsptq. Note that Fsptq “ Fs2 since s ” ´1
mod 3. Thus, if X3 ´ 3X ´ a is an irreducible polynomial in FsrXs, then
ν´
1
3
ps´2qps`1q “ 1
for a non-cube ν P Fsptq. We also have
1
3
ps´ 2qps` 1q ă s2 ´ 1 “ ps´ 1qps` 1q.
As ν P Fsptq, it must also be true that ν is a ps
2 ´ 1qst root of unity. Thus
1
3
ps´ 2qps` 1q
ˇˇˇ
s2 ´ 1 “ ps´ 1qps` 1q,
so that 1
3
ps´ 2q divides ps´ 1q, i.e.,
ps´ 2q
ˇˇˇ
3ps´ 1q.
As ps ´ 2, s ´ 1q “ 1, we obtain ps ´ 2q | 3. As s ě p ą 3, it follows that
s “ p “ 5. Hence
1 “ ν´
1
3
ps´2qps`1q “ ν´6,
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so that by p˚q, a “ ν5` ν for the non-cube 6th root of unity ν. Let ζ P F25
be a primitive 6th root of unity. As ν is a non-cube in F25, it follows that
ν “ ζ i for some i “ 1, 2, 4, 5, and thus that ν is either a primitive 3rd or
6th root of unity.
In the case that ν is a primitive 3rd root of unity, we have
a “ ν ` ν5 “ ν ` ν2 “ ´1,
whereas when ν is a primitive 6th root of unity, as ν2 “ ν ´ 1, we have
ν ` ν5 “ ν ` νpν ´ 1q2 “ ν3 ´ 2ν2 ` 2ν
“ νpν ´ 1q ´ 2pν ´ 1q ` 2ν “ ν2 ´ ν ` 2 “ 1.
It follows that in this case, X3 ´ 3X ´ a is irreducible over Fs if, and only
if, s “ 5 and a “ ˘1.
(b) When p “ 2, then by [12, Theorem 1], the polynomial
X3 ´ 3X ´ a “ X3 `X ` a P FsrXs
is irreducible over Fs if, and only if, Trp1{a
2q “ Trp1q and the roots of
T 2 ` aT ` 1 P FsrT s
are non-cubes in Fs, when m is even (resp. in Fs2, when m is odd).
(2) fpXq “ pX´αqQpXq, where α P Fs and QpXq is an irreducible quadratic polynomial
if and only if fpXq has a root α in Fs and the two other roots α1 and α2 are not in
Fs. As noted in Corollary 1.9 and Remark 1.10, the other two roots of fpXq in Fs
are given by
α1 “ ´
1` 2f
a
z2 ` fz `
2p1` 2fq
a
and
α2 “
1` 2f
a
z2 ` p´1´ fqz ´
2p1` 2fq
a
,
where
f “
´6` ar
3pa2 ´ 4q
and r is a root of the quadratic resolvent
RpXq “ X2 ` 3aX ` p´27` 9a2q
of fpXq. As a consequence, fpXq “ pX ´ αqQpXq where α P Fs and QpXq is
irreducible quadratic if, and only if, fpXq is not irreducible and RpXq is irreducible
in Fs. The discriminant of RpXq is equal to ∆ “ ´27pa
2 ´ 4q, whence irreducibility
of RpXq over Fs is equivalent to ∆ a non-square in Fs when p ‰ 2. When p “ 2, we
can rewrite RpXq as RpXq “ X2 ` aX ` p1` a2q. Taking Y “ X{a, we obtain
RpXq
a2
“ Y 2 ` Y ` 1`
1
a2
.
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This polynomial is irreducible if, and only if, Trp1` 1
a2
q ‰ 0, that is, Trp 1
a2
q ‰ Trp1q
(see, [6, Proposition 1]). Hence the result.
(3) The equality fpXq “ pX ´ αqpX ´ βq2 gives us
X3 ´ 3X ´ a “ pX ´ αqpX ´ βq2 “ X3 ´ p2β ` αqX2 ` pβ2 ` 2αβqX ´ αβ2.
Thus α “ ´2β. We therefore have ´3 “ β2 ´ 4β2 “ ´3β2 and a “ ´2β3. The first
of these implies that
3pβ2 ´ 1q “ 3β2 ´ 3 “ 0.
Thus β “ ˘1 and a “ ¯2. Conversely, when a “ ¯2, then
X3 ´ 3X ¯ 2 “ pX ˘ 2qpX ¯ 1q2.
Hence the result.
(4) If fpXq “ pX ´ αq3, then the equality X3 ´ 3X ´ a “ pX ´ αq3 “ X3 ´ 3αX2 `
3α2X ´ α3 implies that ´3α “ 0 and 3α2 “ ´3. As p ‰ 3, this is impossible.
(5) This is the complement of all other cases.

2.3. X3 ` aX ` a2, a P Fs, p “ 3. This is the final case we must consider.
Lemma 2.3. Let p “ 3 and fpXq “ X3 ` aX ` a2, where a P Fs. Then all possible
decompositions of fpXq over Fs are as follows:
(1) fpXq is irreducible if, and only if, ´a is a non-zero square in Fs, say ´a “ b
2, and
Trpbq ‰ 0.
(2) fpXq “ pX´αqQpXq where α P Fs and QpXq is an irreducible quadratic polynomial
if, and only if, a a non-square in P Fs.
(3) The case fpXq “ pX ´ αqpX ´ βq2 with α, β P Fs and α ‰ β may never occur.
(4) fpXq has a unique root with multiplicity 3 if, and only if, a “ 0.
(5) fpXq “ pX ´ αqpX ´ βqpX ´ γq with α, β, γ P Fs distinct if, and only if, ´a is a
non-zero square in Fs say ´a “ b
2, and Trpbq “ 0.
Proof. This is a direct consequence of [12, Theorem 2], that the case
fpXq “ pX ´ αqpX ´ βq2
with α, β P Fs and α ‰ β never occurs, and that fpXq has a unique root with multiplicity
3 if, and only if, a “ 0. To see this, suppose that fpXq “ pX ´ αqpX ´ βq2 where α ‰ β.
Then
pX ´ αqpX ´ βq2 “ X3 ´ p2β ` αqX2 ` pβ2 ` 2αβqX ´ αβ2.
It follows that α “ ´2β, β2 ` 2αβ “ a, and αβ2 “ ´a2. Thus, in this case, a “ ´3β2 “ 0,
from which it follows that fpXq has a root of multiplicity 3. Finally, suppose that
fpXq “ pX ´ αq3 “ X3 ´ α3.
In particular, it follows that a “ 0, which in turn implies that a2 “ 0, so that fpXq “ X3,
whence α “ 0. 
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In §3, we will use these criteria to specialise to the case where F “ K is a function field
over Fq. In this context, we will be able to determine ramification and splitting data of our
cubic forms by reducing to residue fields, which are finite, so that all of the results of §2 will
apply.
Remark 2.4. If F is an arbitrary field of characteristic different from 2 or 3, then the
decomposition of a cubic polynomial over F depends upon the irreducibility of one of the
cubic forms
(1) X3 ´ a, a P F
(2) X3 ´ 3X ´ a, a P F
In case p1q, the decomposition of X3 ´ a depends upon where a is a cube in F . In case (2),
by Theorem 1.4, given a root c P F of X2` aX ` 1, the variable Y “ cX´1
X´c
satisfies Y 3 “ c.
Then, by Theorem 1.4, given a cube root γ P F of c, we have for each i “ 0, 1, 2 that
αi “
cξiγ ´ 1
ξiγ ´ c
“
γ4 ´ ξ2i
ξ2iγpξi ´ γ2q
“
γ2 ` ξi
ξ2iγ
are the roots in F of the cubic form X3 ´ 3X ´ a. The decomposition of X3 ´ 3X ´ a is
equivalent to determining which αi lie in F and are distinct.
3. Ramification, splitting and Riemann-Hurwitz
In this section, we let F “ K denote a function field with field of constants Fq, where
q “ pn and p ą 0 is a prime integer. We denote by p a place of K. The degree dKppq of p is
defined as the degree of its residue field, which we denote by kppq, over the constant field Fq.
The cardinality of the residue field kppq may be written as |kppq| “ qdKppq. In an extension
L{K and a place P of L over p, we let fpP|pq “ rkpPq : kppqs denote the inertia degree of
P|p. We let epP|pq be the ramification index of P|p, i.e., the unique positive integer such
that vPpzq “ epP|pqvppzq, for all z P K. If vppaq ě 0, then we let
a :“ a mod p
denote the image of a in kppq.
Here, we study the ramification and splitting of places in cubic function fields over K,
and we give an explicit Riemann-Hurwitz formula for separable cubic function fields over
K. We obtain these results for any prime characteristic p, using the classification given in
Corollary 1.3, which establishes that any separable cubic extensions L{K has a generator
with minimal polynomial equal to one of the following:
(1) X3 ´ a, a P K, when p ‰ 3
(2) X3 ´ 3X ´ a, a P K, when p ‰ 3
(3) X3 ` aX ` a2, a P K, when p “ 3.
We would like to point out that by Corollary 1.3, if p ‰ 3, then every impure cubic extension
L{K has a primitive element y with minimal polynomial of the form
fpXq “ X3 ´ 3X ´ a.
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We mention this here, as we will use it whenever this case occurs in §3. When this is used,
the element y will denote any such choice of primitive element.
3.1. Constant extensions. In this subsection, we wish to determine when a cubic func-
tion field over K is a constant extension of K. We do this before a study of ramification
and splitting, as constant extensions are unramified and their splitting behaviour is well
understood [10, Chapter 6]. In the subsequent subsections, we will thus assume that our
cubic extension L{K is not constant, which, as 3 is prime, is equivalent to assuming that
the extension is geometric.
3.1.1. X3 ´ a, a P K, when p ‰ 3.
Lemma 3.1. Let p ‰ 3, and let L{K be purely cubic, i.e. there exists a primitive element
y P L such that y3 “ a, a P K. Then L{K is constant if, and only if, a “ ub3, where b P K
and u P F˚q is a non-cube. In other words, there is a purely cubic generator z of L{K such
that z3 “ u, where u P F˚q .
Proof. Suppose that a “ ub3, where b P K and u is a non-cube in F˚q . Then z “
y
b
P L is a
generator of L{K such that z3 “ u. The polynomial X3 ´ u has coefficients in Fq, and as a
consequence, L{K is constant.
Suppose then that L{K is constant. We denote by l the algebraic closure of Fq in L, so
that L “ Kl. Let l “ Fqpλq, where λ satisfies a cubic polynomial X
3 ` eX2 ` fX ` g with
e, f, g P Fq. Hence, L “ Kpλq. We denote
α “ ´2´
p27g2 ´ 9efg ` 2f 3q2
27p3ge´ f 2q3
P Fq.
As L{F is purely cubic, it then follows by Theorem 1.4 that either 3eg “ f 2 or the quadratic
polynomial X2 ` αX ` 1 has a root in K. In both cases, there is a generator λ1 P L such
that
λ13 “ β P Fq.
Hence λ1 P l. The elements λ1 and y are two purely cubic generators of L{K, whence by
Lemma 1.6, it follows that y “ cλ1j where j “ 1, or 2 and c P K. Thus, a “ c3βj, where
β P Fq. The result follows. 
3.1.2. X3´ 3X ´ a, a P K, when p ‰ 3. Via Corollary 1.3 and Lemma 1.8 , a proof similar
to that of Lemma 3.1 yields the following result.
Lemma 3.2. Let p ‰ 3 and L{K be an impurely cubic extension, so that there is a primitive
element y P L such that y3´ 3y “ a (see Corollary 1.3). Then L{K is constant if, and only
if,
u “ ´3aα2β ` aβ3 ` 6α ` α3a2 ´ 8α3 P F˚q ,
for some α, β P K such that α2 ` a2αβ ` β
2 “ 1. In other words, there is a generator z of
L{K such that z3 ´ 3z “ u, where u P F˚q .
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3.1.3. X3 ` aX ` a2, a P K, when p “ 3. In this case, one may prove the following result,
similarly to the proof of Lemma 3.1, via Corollary 1.3 and Lemma 1.11.
Lemma 3.3. Let p “ 3 and L{K be a separable cubic extension, so that there is a primitive
element y P L such that y3` ay` a2 “ 0 (see Corollary 1.3). Then L{K is constant if, and
only if,
u “
pja2 ` pw3 ` awqq2
a3
P F˚q ,
for some w P K and j “ 1, 2. In other words, there is a generator z of L{K such that
z3 ` uz ` u2 “ 0, where u P F˚q .
3.2. Splitting and ramification. In this section, we describe the splitting and ramifcation
of any place of K in a cubic extension L{K. As usual, we divide the analysis into the three
fundamental cubic forms derived in Corollary 1.3.
Remark 3.4. Given any place p of K, one may always choose (via weak approximation)
an element x P KzFq such that p is not above the pole divisor p8 of x in Fqpxq. As
rL : Fqpxqs ă 8, the integral closure OL,x of the ring Fqrxs in L is a Dedekind domain [10,
Theorem 5.7.7] and a holomorphy ring [9, Corollary 3.2.8]: A holomorphy ring is defined in
any global field L as the intersection
OS “
č
PPS
OP
for a nonempty, proper subset S of the collection of all places of L. By [9, Theorem 3.2.6],
we have OL,x “ OS, where S is the collection of places of L which lie above the places of
Fqpxq associated to irreducible polynomials in Fqrxs. By construction, the place p of K also
lies above a place of Fqpxq associated to an irreducible polynomial in Fqrxs, so that all places
of L which lie above p belong to S. As OL,x is Dedekind, it follows that p factors in OL,x as
(2) pOL,x “ P
epP1|pq
1 ¨ ¨ ¨P
epPr |pq
r ,
where for each i “ 1, . . . , r, the quantity epPi|pq is equal to the ramification index of Pi|p.
By [9, Proposition 3.2.9], the collection S is in one-to-one correspondence with the maximal
ideals of OS “ OL,x, so that the places P1, . . . ,Pr are independent of the choice of such an
x. Also by [9, Proposition 3.2.9], we have for each place P P S an isomorphism
OL,x{mP – OP{P,
where mP is the maximal ideal of OL,x associated to P, OP is the valuation ring at P, and
OP{P is the residue field at the place P. It follows that for each i “ 1, . . . , r, the inertia
degree fpPi|pq, too, is independent of such a choice of x. Finally, the ramification indices
epPi|pq are also independent of this choice of x: The localisation pOL,xqPi has maximal ideal
mPi , and by the factorisation (2), we have
ppOL,xqPi “ m
epPi|pq
Pi
.
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One may easily show that pOL,xqPi “ OPi , so that by [5, Corollary 11.2],
OL,x{P
epPi|pq
i OL,x – pOL,xqPi{ppOL,xqPi “ OPi{ppOPiqPi ,
where OPi{ppOPiqPi, and hence epPi|pq, is independent of x. The 2r-tuple
pepP1|pq, fpP1|pq; . . . ; epPr|pq, fpPr|pqq
is called the signature of p in L.
3.2.1. X3 ´ a, a P K, when p ‰ 3. If the extension L{K is purely cubic, one may find a
purely cubic generator of a form which is well-suited to a determination of splitting and
ramification, as in the following lemma.
Lemma 3.5. Let L{K be a purely cubic extension. Given a place p of K, one may select a
primitive element y with minimal polynomial of the form X3 ´ a such that either
(1) vppaq “ 1, 2, or
(2) vppaq “ 0.
Such a generator y is said to be in local standard form at p.
Proof. Let y be a generator of L such that y3 “ a P K. Given a place p of K, we write
vppaq “ 3j ` r with r “ 0, 1, 2. Via weak approximation, one may find an element c P K
such that vppcq “ j. Then
y
c
is a generator of L such that´y
c
¯3
“
y3
c3
“
a
c3
and vp
`
a
c3
˘
“ r. Hence the result. 
When a purely cubic extension L{K is separable, one may also easily determine the fully
ramified places in L{K.
Theorem 3.6. Let p ‰ 3, and let L{K be a purely cubic extension. Given a purely cubic
generator y with minimal polynomial X3 ´ a, a place p of K is fully ramified if, and only
if, pvppaq, 3q “ 1.
Proof. Let p be a place of K and P be a place of L above p. Suppose that pvppaq, 3q “ 1.
Then
3vPpyq “ vPpy
3q “ vPpaq “ epP|pqvppaq.
Since pvppaq, 3q “ 1, we obtain 3|epP|pq, and as epP|pq ď 3, it follows that epP|pq “ 3, so
that p is fully ramified in L.
Conversely, suppose that pvppaq, 3q ‰ 1. By Lemma 3.5, we know that there exists a
generator z of L such that z3 ´ c “ 0 and vppcq “ 0. By Lemma 2.1, we know that the
polynomial X3 ´ a is either
(1) irreducible modulo p,
(2) X3´a “ pX´αqQpXq mod p, where α P kppq and QpXq is an irreducible quadratic
polynomial over modulo p, or
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(3) fpXq “ pX ´ αqpX ´ βqpX ´ γq modulo p with α, β, γ P kppq all distinct.
In any of these cases, by Kummer’s theorem [9, Theorem 3.3.7], p is either inert or there
exist 2 or 3 place above it in L. Thus, p cannot be fully ramified in any case. 
By Kummer’s theorem [9, Theorem 3.3.7] and Lemma 2.1, we may also obtain the fol-
lowing theorem for places which do not fully ramify.
Theorem 3.7. Let p ‰ 3, and let L{K be a purely cubic extension. Given a place p of K
that is not fully ramified, one may select a primitive element y with minimal polynomial of
the form X3´ a where vppaq “ 0. Moreover one can find x P K such that p is a finite place
over Fqpxq and the integral closure of Fqrxs in L is a Dedekind Domain (see Remark 3.4).
For this place p and choice of a and x, we have:
(1) p is completely split if, and only if, |kppq| ” 1 mod 3 and a
|kppq|´1
3 ” 1 mod p. More-
over, fpP|pq “ 1 for any place P of L above p. The signature of p is p1, 1; 1, 1; 1, 1q.
(2) p is inert if, and only if, |kppq| ” 1 mod 3 and a
|kppq|´1
3 ı 1 mod p. Moreover,
fpP|pq “ 3 for P is a place of L above p. The signature of p is p1, 3q.
(3) pOL,x “ P1P2 where P1 and P2 are two distinct places of L if, and only if, |kppq| ”
´1 mod 3. In this case, up to relabelling, the place P1 satisfies fpP1|pq “ 1 and
is inert in Lprq, whereas fpP2|pq “ 2 and P2 splits in Lprq. The signature of p is
p1, 1; 1, 2q.
3.2.2. X3 ´ 3X ´ a, a P K, p ‰ 3. In order to determine the fully ramified places in
extensions of this type, we begin with an elementary, but useful, lemma. These criteria and
notation will be employed throughout what follows.
Lemma 3.8. Consider the polynomial X2 ` aX ` 1 where a P K, and let c´, c` denote
the roots of this polynomial. Then c` ˆ c´ “ 1, c` ` c´ “ ´a, and σpc˘q “ c¯, where
GalpKpc˘q{Kq “ tId, σu when c˘ R K. Let p be a place of K and pc˘ be a place of Kpc˘q
above p. Furthermore, we have:
(1) For any place pc˘ of Kpc˘q,
vpc˘ pc˘q “ ´vpc˘ pc¯q.
(2) For any place pc˘ of Kpc˘q above a place p of K such that vppaq ă 0,
vppaq “ ´|vpc˘ pc˘q|,
and otherwise, vpc˘ pc˘q “ 0.
Proof. (1) At any place pc˘ of Kpc˘q, we have
vpc˘ pc` ˆ c´q “ vpc˘ pc`q ` vpc˘ pc´q “ vpc˘ p1q “ 0,
whence
vpc˘ pc`q “ ´vpc˘ pc´q.
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(2) As c2˘ ` ac˘ ` 1 “ 0, the elements c
1
˘ “
c˘
a
satisfy
c12˘ ` c
1
˘ `
1
a2
“ 0.
Thus, for any place pc˘ of Kpc˘q above a place p of K such that vppaq ă 0, we obtain
vpc˘ pc
12
˘ ` c
1
˘q “ ´2vpc˘ paq ą 0.
By the non-Archimedean triangle inequality, this is possible if, and only if, vpc˘ pc
1
˘q ą
0 or vpc˘ pc
1
˘q “ 0. If vpc˘ pc
1
˘q ą 0, then
vpc˘ pc
1
˘q “ ´2vpc˘ paq and vpc˘ pc˘q “ ´vpc˘ paq.
If on the other hand vpc˘ pc
1
˘q “ 0, we obtain vpc˘ pc˘q “ vpc˘ paq. Thus, the latter
together with part p1q of this lemma implies that either
vpc˘ pc`q “ vpc˘ paq and vpc˘ pc´q “ ´vpc˘ paq
or vice versa (with the roles of c´ and c` interchanged). Moreover, note that pc˘ is
unramified in Kpc˘q{K so that vpc˘ paq “ vppaq. For if, when p ‰ 2, then Kpc˘q{K
has a generator w such that w2 “ ´27pa2 ´ 4q and 2|vpp´27pa
2 ´ 4qq, thus by
Kummer theory, p is unramified and when p “ 2, Kpc˘q{K has a generator w such
that w2 ´ w “ 1
a2
and vpp
1
a2
q ě 0, thus by Artin-Schreier theory, we have that p is
unramified in Kpc˘q, thus the first part of p2q. For any place pc˘ of Kpbq above a
place p of K such that vppaq ą 0. As
vpc˘ pc
12
˘ ` c
1
˘q “ ´2vpc˘ paq ă 0,
again using the non-Archimedean triangle inequality, we can only have vpc˘ pc
12
˘q ă 0,
whence vpc˘ pc
12
˘q “ ´2vpc˘ paq. This implies that vpc˘ pc˘q “ 0. Finally, via the triangle
inequality once more, for any pc˘ such that vpc˘ paq “ 0, we must have vpc˘ pc˘q “ 0.

Theorem 3.9. Let p ‰ 3, and let L{K be an impurely cubic extension and y primitive
element with minimal polynomial fpXq “ X3 ´ 3X ´ a. Then the fully ramified places of
K in L are precisely those p such that vppaq ă 0 and pvppaq, 3q “ 1.
Proof. As usual, we let ξ be a primitive 3rd root of unity. We also let r be a root of the
quadratic resolvent RpXq “ X2` 3aX ` p´27` 9a2q of the cubic polynomial X3 ´ 3X ´ a
in K¯. As in [1, Theorem 2.3], we know that Lprq{Kprq is Galois, and by Corollary 1.5,
we have that Lpξ, rq{Kpξ, rq is purely cubic. We denote by p a place in K, Pξ,r a place of
Lpξ, rq above p, P “ Pξ,r X L, and pξ,r “ Pξ,r XKpξ, rq. By Corollary 1.5, we know that
that Lpξ, rq{Kpξ, rq is Kummer; more precisely, there exists v P Kpξ, rq such that v3 “ c
where c is a root of the polynomial X2 ` aX ` 1.
We thus obtain a tower Lpξ, rq{Kpξ, rq{Kpξq{K with Lpξ, rq{Kpξ, rq Kummer of degree 3,
and where Kpξ, rq{Kpξq and Kpξq{K are both Kummer extensions of degree 2. As the index
of ramification is multiplicative in towers and the degree of Lpξ, rq{Kpξ, rq and Kpξ, rq{K
are coprime, the places of K that fully ramify in L are those places of K which lie below
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those of Kpξ, rq which fully ramify in Lpξ, rq{Kpξ, rq. As Lpξ, rq{Kpξ, rq is Kummer, the
places of Kpξ, rq that ramify in Lpξ, rq are described precisely by Kummer theory (see for
example [10, Example 5.8.9] as those pξ,r in Kpξ, rq such that
pvpξ,rpc˘q, 3q “ 1.
Lemma 3.8 states that if vppaq ă 0, then vpξ,rpc˘q “ ˘vpξ,rpaq and that otherwise, vpξ,rpc˘q “
0. Thus, the ramified places of L{F are those places p below a place pξ,r of Kpξ, rq such
that pvpξ,rpaq, 3q “ 1. Also,
vpξ,rpaq “ eppξ,r|pqvppaq,
where eppξ,r|pq is the ramification index of a place p of K in Kpξ, rq, equal to 1, 2, or 4,
and in any case, coprime with 3. Thus, pvpξ,rpaq, 3q “ 1 if, and only if, pvppaq, 3q “ 1. As a
consequence of the above argument, it therefore follows that a place p of K is fully ramified
in L if, and only if, vppaq ă 0. 
This theorem yields the following corollaries, the first being immediate.
Corollary 3.10. Suppose that q ” ´1 mod 3. Let L{K be a Galois cubic extension, so that
there exists a primitive element y of L with minimal polynomial fpXq “ X3´3X´a. Then
the (fully) ramified places of K in L are precisely those places p of K such that vppaq ă 0
and pvppaq, 3q “ 1.
Corollary 3.11. Suppose that q ” ´1 mod 3. Let L{K be a Galois cubic extension, so
that there exists a primitive element y of L with minimal polynomial fpXq “ X3´ 3X ´ a.
Then, only those places of K of even degree can (fully) ramify in L. More precisely, any
place p of K such that vppaq ă 0 is of even degree.
Proof. In Lemma 3.8, it was noted that σpc˘q “ c¯ where GalpKpc˘q{Kq “ tId, σu, when
c˘ R K. Let ξ again be a primitive 3
rd root of unity. We denote by p a place of K and pξ a
place of Kpξq above p. We find that
vpξpc˘q “ vσppξqpσpc˘qq “ vσppξqpc¯q.
Note that if σppξq “ pξ, it follows that vpξpc˘q “ vpξpc¯q. However, by Lemma 3.8, we
have that, for any place pξ of Kpξq above a place p of K such that vppaq ă 0, it holds
that vpξpc˘q “ ˘vpξpaq, and that vpξpc˘q “ ´vpξpc¯q. Thus, for any place pξ of Kpξq above
a place p of K such that vppaq ă 0, we find that vpξpc˘q ‰ vpξpc¯q and thus σppξq ‰ pξ.
Therefore, by [10, Theorem 6.2.1], we obtain that p is of even degree, for any place p of K
such that vppaq ă 0. 
Corollary 3.12. Suppose that q ” ´1 mod 3. Let L{K be a Galois cubic extension, so
that there exists a primitive element y of L with minimal polynomial fpXq “ X3´ 3X ´ a.
Then one can choose a single place P8 at infinity in K such that vP8paq ě 0.
Proof. One can choose x P KzFq such that the place p8 at infinity for x has the property
that all of the places in K above it are of odd degree. In order to accomplish this, we appeal
to a method similar to the proof of [10, Proposition 7.2.6]; because there exists a divisor of
degree 1 [10, Theorem 6.3.8], there exists a prime divisor P8 of K of odd degree; for if all
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prime divisors of K were of even degree, then the image of the degree function of K would
lie in 2Z, which contradicts [10, Theorem 6.3.8]. Let d be this degree. Let m P N be such
that m ą 2gK ´ 1. Then, by the Riemann-Roch theorem [10, Corollary 3.5.8], it follows
that there exists x P K such that the pole divisor of x in K is equal to Pm8. By definition,
the pole divisor of x in kpxq is equal to p8. It follows that
pp8qK “ P
m
8,
from which it follows that P8 is the unique place of K above p8, and by supposition that
P8 is of odd degree. From this argument, we obtain that, with this choice of infinity, all
places above infinity in kpxq are of odd degree. (We also note that we may very well choose
m relatively prime to p, whence K{kpxq is also separable; in general, K{kpxq as chosen will
not be Galois.)
As q ” ´1 mod 3, L{K is a Galois extension, and y is a primitive element with minimal
polynomial of the form X3´3X´a where a P K, we know that all of the places p of K such
that vppaq ă 0, and in particular, all the ramified places, are of even degree (see Corollary
3.11). It follows that the process described in this proof gives the desired construction, and
the result follows. 
Remark 3.13. We note that when K is a rational function field, one may use Corollary
3.12 to show that the parameter a has nonnegative valuation at p8 for a choice of x such
that K “ Fqpxq, and thus such p8 is unramified.
We now turn to a determination of splitting in impurely cubic extensions. We remind the
reader that in what follows, as in Remark 3.4, while the integral closure OL,x of Fqrxs in L
depends upon the choice of x, the residue field kppq of a place p of K does not.
Theorem 3.14. Let p ‰ 3, let L{K be an impurely cubic extension, so that there exists a
primitive element y with minimal polynomial fpXq “ X3 ´ 3X ´ a. We denote by r P K¯ a
root of the quadratic resolvent RpXq “ X2 ` 3aX ` p´27` 9a2q of fpXq. Let p be a place
of K. One can find x P K such that p is a finite place over Fqpxq and the integral closure
of Fqrxs in L is a Dedekind Domain (see Remark 3.4). For this place p and choice of x, we
have:
(1) When vppaq ě 0, then p splits as follows:
(a) p is completely split in L if, and only if,
(i) fpXq “ pX ´ αqpX ´ βqpX ´ γq mod p with α, β, γ P kppq all distinct or
(ii) fpXq “ pX ´ αqpX ´ βq2 mod p with α, β P kppq and either r P K or,
r R K and p is totally split in Kprq.
The signature of p is p1, 1; 1, 1; 1, 1q.
(b) p is inert in L if, and only if, fpXq is irreducible modulo p. The signature of p
is p1, 3q.
(c) pOL,x “ P1P2 where Pi, i “ 1, 2 place of L above p if, and only if, r R K,
fpXq “ pX´αqpX´βq2 mod p with α, β P kppq and p is inert in Kprq. In this
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case, up to relabelling, the place P1 satisfies fpP1|pq “ 1 and is inert in Lprq,
whereas fpP2|pq “ 2 and P2 splits in Lprq. The signature of p is p1, 1; 1, 2q.
(d) pOL,x “ P
2
1P2 where Pi, i “ 1, 2 place of L above p if, and only if, r R K,
fpXq “ pX ´ αqpX ´ βq2 mod p with α, β P kppq and p is ramified in Kprq.
Moreover fpPi|pq “ 1, for i “ 1, 2, P1 is splits in Lprq and P2 is ramified in
Lprq. The signature of p is p2, 1; 1, 1q.
(2) When vppaq ă 0, we denote by pip a prime element for p (i.e., vpppipq “ 1). The place
p splits as follows:
(a) pOL,x “ P
3, where P is a place of L above p if, and only if, pvppaq, 3q “ 1. That
is, p is fully ramified. The signature of p is p3, 1q.
(b) p is completely split in L if, and only if, 3 | vppaq, |kppq| ” 1 mod p and´
pi
´vppaq
p a
¯p|kppq|´1q{3
” 1 mod p. The signature of p is p1, 1; 1, 1; 1, 1q.
(c) p is inert if, and only if, 3 | vppaq, |kppq| ” 1 mod p and
´
pi
´vppaq
p a
¯p|kppq|´1q{3
”
ξi mod p, where i “ 1, 2. The signature of p is p1, 3q.
(d) pOL,x “ P1P2 where P1 and P2 are two distinct places of L if, and only if,
3 | vppaq and |kppq| ” ´1 mod p. In this case, up to relabelling, the place P1
satisfies fpP1|pq “ 1 and is inert in Lprq, whereas fpP2|pq “ 2 and P2 splits in
Lprq. The signature of p is p1, 1; 1, 2q.
Proof. (1) Let p be a place of K. Suppose that vppaq ě 0. By Lemma 2.2, fpXq can
only be one of the following forms modulo p:
(I) fpXq is irreducible;
(II) fpXq “ pX ´αqQpXq where α P kppq and QpXq irreducible quadratic polyno-
mial;
(III) fpXq “ pX ´ αqpX ´ βq2 with α, β P kppq and α ‰ β ;
(IV) fpXq “ pX ´ αqpX ´ βqpX ´ γq with α, β, γ P kppq all distinct.
In case (I), by Kummer’s theorem [9, Theorem 3.3.7], p is inert. In case (II), by
Kummer’s theorem, pOL,x “ P1P2, where Pi with i “ 1, 2 are the places above p.
In case (IV), by Kummer’s theorem, p splits completely.
Case (III) is thus the only case where Kummer’s theorem is not enough to decide.
Suppose that fpXq “ pX ´ αqpX ´ βq2 with α, β P kppq and α ‰ β, by Kummer’s
theorem, we know that there is at least two place above p in L thus either
(a) pOL,x “ P1P2 where Pi, i “ 1, 2 place of L above p, or
(b) pOL,x “ P
2
1P2 where Pi, i “ 1, 2 place of L above p, or
(c) pOL,x “ P1P2P3 where Pi, i “ 1, 2, 3 place of L above p.
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We now work on the tower Lprq{Kprq{K, where r is a root the quadratic resolvent
of X3 ´ 3X ´ a.
Since X3 ´ 3X ´ a has a root modulo p then it has also a root modulo pr a place
in Kprq above p, and since Lprq{Kprq is Galois, it follows by [1, Theorem 2.3] that
pr is completely split in Lprq.
In particular, if r P K, i.e., L{K is Galois, then p is completely split in L.
Suppose now that r R K. By [5, p. 55], we know that p is completely split in L if,
and only if, (1) p is completely split in Kprq and (2) pr completely split in Lprq. If
p ramifies in Kprq, then
pOLprq “ pP1,rP2,rP3,rq
2
where Pi,r, i “ 1, 2, 3 are places above p in Lprq. Again via [5, p. 55], p cannot be
completely split in L. Thus, either pOL,x “ P1P2 or pOL,x “ P
2
1P2 where each Pi
(i “ 1, 2) is a place of L above p. Note that 2 | epPr|pq for any places Pr in Lprq
above p. If pOL,x “ P1P2, then as epPi|pq “ 1, we have that 2 | epPi,r|Piq and
pOL,x “ P
2
1,rP
2
2,r, where Pi,r, i “ 1, 2 are places above p in Lprq, which is impossible,
as pOLprq “ pP1,rP2,rP3,rq
2. Thus, in this case, we must have pOL,x “ P
2
1P2 and P1
is split in Kprq and P2 ramifies in Kprq.
If p is inert in Kprq, then by [5, p. 55], p is not completely split in L, and
pOLprq “ P1,rP2,rP3,r
Pi,r, i “ 1, 2, 3 are places above p in Lprq. Thus, the only possibility is pOL,x “ P1P2
where each Pi (i “ 1, 2) is a place of L above p. Moreover, up to relabelling, P1 is
inert in Lprq and P2 is split in Lprq. Hence the result.
(2) Suppose vppaq ă 0. When pvppaq, 3q “ 1, it is a consequence of Theorem 3.9. When
3|vppaq, we let t P N be such that vppaq “ ´3t. Then z “ pi
t
py is a root of the
polynomial X3 ´ 3pi2tp X ´ pi
´vppaq
p a, and vpppi
´vppaq
p aq “ 0. In particular, we have
X3 ´ 3pi2tp X ´ pi
´vppaq
p a ” X
3 ´ pi
´vppaq
p a mod p.
Thus the theorem is a consequence of Lemma 2.1.
The inertia degrees are a direct consequence of the fundamental equality [9, Proposition].

We now determine the splitting only in terms of a. For the purpose of clarity, we split
the the argument into cases p “ 2 and p ‰ 2, as the proofs are different in each case.
Corollary 3.15. Suppose that p ‰ 2, 3. Let L{K be an impurely cubic extension, so that
there exists a primitive element y with minimal polynomial fpXq “ X3´3X´a. We denote
∆ “ ´27pa2 ´ 4q the discriminant of X3 ´ 3X ´ a, δ P K such that δ2 “ a2 ´ 4, and r P K
a root of the quadratic resolvent RpXq “ X2` 3aX `p´27` 9a2q of fpXq. Let p be a place
of K. One can find x P K such that p is a finite place over Fqpxq and the integral closure
of Fqrxs in L is a Dedekind Domain (see Remark 3.4). For this place p and choice of a and
x, we have:
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(1) When vppaq ě 0, then p splits as follows:
(a) p is completely split in L if, and only if,
(i) ∆ is not a square in K, a ” ˘2 mod p, and there is a w P K such that
both vpp∆w
2q “ 0 and ∆w2 a square modulo p, or
(ii) ∆ is a square in K and
‚ |kppq| ” 1 mod 3 and 1
2
pa ˘ δq is a cube modulo p, or
‚ |kppq| “ 5 and a ı ˘1 mod p.
The signature of p is p1, 1; 1, 1; 1, 1q.
(b) p is inert in L if, and only if,
‚ |kppq| ” 1 mod 3, ∆ is a nonzero square modulo p and 1
2
pa˘ δq is not a cube
in kppq, or
‚ |kppq| “ 5 and a ” ˘1 mod p.
The signature of p is p1, 3q.
(c) pOL,x “ P1P2 where Pi, i “ 1, 2 place of L above p if, and only if,
(i) ∆ is not a square in K, a ” ˘2 mod p, and there is no w P K such that
both vpp∆w
2q “ 0 and ∆w2 is a square modulo p;
(ii) ∆ is a not square modulo p.
In this case, up to relabelling, the place P1 satisfies fpP1|pq “ 1 and is inert
in Lprq, whereas fpP2|pq “ 2 and P2 splits in Lprq. The signature of p is
p1, 1; 1, 2q.
(d) pOL,x “ P
2
1P2 where Pi, i “ 1, 2 place of L above p if, and only if, ∆ is not a
square in K, a ” ˘2 mod p, and pvpp∆q, 2q “ 1. Moreover, fpPi|pq “ 1, for
i “ 1, 2, P1 is split in Lprq, and P2 is ramified in Lprq. The signature of p is
p2, 1; 1, 1q.
(2) When vppaq ă 0, we denote by pip a prime element for p (i.e., vpppipq “ 1). The place
p splits as follows:
(a) pOL,x “ P
3, where P is a place of L above p if, and only if, pvppaq, 3q “ 1. That
is, p is fully ramified. The signature of p is p3, 1q.
(b) p is completely split in L if, and only if, 3 | vppaq, |kppq| ” 1 mod p and´
pi
´vppaq
p a
¯p|kppq|´1q{3
” 1 mod p. The signature of p is p1, 1; 1, 1; 1, 1q.
(c) p is inert if, and only if, 3 | vppaq, |kppq| ” 1 mod p and
´
pi
´vppaq
p a
¯p|kppq|´1q{3
”
ξi mod p, where i “ 1, 2. The signature of p is p1, 3q.
(d) pOL,x “ P1P2 where P1 and P2 are two distinct places of L if, and only if,
3 | vppaq and |kppq| ” ´1 mod p. In this case, up to relabelling, the place P1
satisfies fpP1|pq “ 1 and is inert in Lprq, whereas fpP2|pq “ 2 and P2 splits in
Lprq. The signature of p is p1, 1; 1, 2q.
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Proof. This is a consequence of Theorem 3.14, Lemma 2.2, and the following remark: Note
that when p ‰ 2, Kprq is a quadratic Kummer extension of K with a generator y such that
y2 “ ∆. Moreover, by a study of how a polynomial of the form X2´d modulo p decomposes
over a finite field of characteristic not 2, using again Kummer’s threorem [9, Theorem 3.3.7]
and general Kummer Theory [9, Proposition 3.7.3], one may find that:
‚ p is ramified in Kprq if, and only if, pvpp∆q, 2q “ 1;
‚ p is completely split in Kprq if, and only if, there is a w P K such that vpp∆w
2q “ 0
and ∆w2 is a square modulo p;
‚ p is inert in Kprq if, and only if, there is no w P K such that vpp∆w
2q “ 0 and ∆w2
is a square modulo p.

We now turn to the case p “ 2.
Corollary 3.16. Suppose that p “ 2. Let L{K be an impurely cubic extension, so that there
exists a primitive element y with minimal polynomial fpXq “ X3 ´ 3X ´ a. We denote
by |kppq| “ 2m the cardinality of the residue field at p and r P K a root of the quadratic
resolvent RpXq “ X2` 3aX `p´27` 9a2q of the cubic polynomial X3´ 3X ´ a. Let p be a
place of K and Tr the trace map from kppq into the prime field Fp (§2). One can find x P K
such that p is a finite place over Fqpxq and the integral closure of Fqrxs in L is a Dedekind
Domain (see Remark 3.4). For this place p and choice of x, we have:
(1) When vppaq ě 0, then p splits as follows:
(a) p is completely split in L if, and only if,
(i) a ” 0 mod p and r P K, or
(ii) a ” 0 mod p, r R K and there is w P K such that vpp
1
a2
` 1´w2`wq ě 0
and Trp 1
a2
` 1´ w2 ` wq “ 0 mod p.
(iii) a ı 0 mod p, Trp1{a2q ” Trp1q mod p and the roots of T 2 ` aT ` 1
mod p are cubes in F2m, when m is even (resp. in F22m , when m is odd).
The signature of p is p1, 1; 1, 1; 1, 1q.
(b) p is inert in L if, and only if, a ı 0 mod p, Trp1{a2q ” Trp1q mod p and the
roots of T 2 ` aT ` 1 mod p are non-cubes in F2m, when m is even (resp. in
F22m, when m is odd). The signature of p is p1, 3q.
(c) pOL,x “ P1P2 where Pi, i “ 1, 2 place of L above p if, and only if, r R K and
either
‚ a ” 0 mod p, there is w P K such that vpp
1
a2
` 1 ´ w2 ` wq ě 0 and
Trp 1
a2
` 1´ w2 ` wq ı 0 mod p, or
‚ a ı 0 mod p and Trp1{a2q ı Trp1q mod p.
In this case, up to relabelling, the place P1 satisfies fpP1|pq “ 1 and is inert
in Lprq, whereas fpP2|pq “ 2 and P2 splits in Lprq. The signature of p is
p1, 1; 1, 2q.
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(d) pOL,x “ P
2
1P2 where Pi, i “ 1, 2 place of L above p if, and only if, r R K,
a ” 0 mod p and there is w P K such that pvpp
1
a2
` 1 ´ w2 ` wq, 2q “ 1 and
vpp
1
a2
` 1´w2`wq ă 0. Moreover fpPi|pq “ 1, for i “ 1, 2, P1 is split in Lprq,
and P2 is ramified in Lprq. The signature of p is p2, 1; 1, 1q.
(2) When vppaq ă 0, we denote by pip a prime element for p (i.e., vpppipq “ 1). The place
p splits as follows:
(a) pOL,x “ P
3, where P is a place of L above p if, and only if, pvppaq, 3q “ 1. That
is, p is fully ramified. The signature of p is p3, 1q.
(b) p is completely split in L if, and only if, 3 | vppaq, |kppq| ” 1 mod p and´
pi
´vppaq
p a
¯p|kppq|´1q{3
” 1 mod p. The signature of p is p1, 1; 1, 1; 1, 1q.
(c) p is inert if, and only if, 3 | vppaq, |kppq| ” 1 mod p and
´
pi
´vppaq
p a
¯p|kppq|´1q{3
”
ξi mod p, where i “ 1, 2. The signature of p is p1, 3q.
(d) pOL,x “ P1P2 where P1 and P2 are two distinct places of L if, and only if,
3 | vppaq and |kppq| ” ´1 mod p. In this case, up to relabelling, the place P1
satisfies fpP1|pq “ 1 and is inert in Lprq, whereas fpP2|pq “ 2 and P2 splits in
Lprq. The signature of p is p1, 1; 1, 2q.
Proof. This is a consequence of Theorem 3.14, Lemma 2.2, and the following remark: Note
that when p “ 2, Kprq is a quadratic Artin-Schreier extension of K with a generator y such
that y2 ´ y “ 1 ` 1
a2
. Moreover, studying the decomposition of a polynomial of the form
X2 ´ X ´ d, d P K decomposes over a finite field of characteristic 2 (see, for example, [6,
Proposition 1]), using Kummer’s theorem [9, Theorem 3.3.7] and Artin-Schreier theory [9,
Proposition 3.7.8], we find that:
‚ p is ramified in Kprq if, and only if, there is w P K such that pvpp
1
a2
`1´w2`wq, 2q “ 1
and vpp
1
a2
` 1´ w2 ` wq ă 0,
‚ p is completely split inKprq if, and only if, there is w P K such that vpp
1
a2
`1´w2`wq ě
0 and Trp 1
a2
` 1´ w2 ` wq ” 0 mod p, and
‚ p is inert in Kprq if, and only if, there is w P K such that vpp
1
a2
` 1´w2`wq ě 0 and
Trp 1
a2
` 1´ w2 ` wq ı 0 mod p.
Hence the result. 
Wemay then conclude the splitting for Galois extensions using the form found in Corollary
1.18.
Corollary 3.17. Suppose that q ” ´1 mod 3. Let L{K be a Galois cubic extension, so
that there is a primitive element y with minimal polynomial fpXq “ X3 ´ 3X ´ a. As a
consequence of Theorem 1.18, we may write the minimal polynomial
T pXq “ X3 ´ 3X ´ a,
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where
a “
2A2 ´ 2AB ´B2
A2 ´ AB `B2
,
for some A,B P OK . Let p be a place of K. One can find x P K such that p is a finite place
over Fqpxq and the integral closure of Fqrxs in L is a Dedekind Domain (see Remark 3.4).
For this place p and choice of x, we have:
(1) When vppaq ą 0, then p completely split. The signature of p is p1, 1; 1, 1; 1, 1q.
(2) When vppaq “ 0, then p splits as follows:
(a) p is inert in L if, and only if,
(i) |kppq| ” 1 mod 3 and A`ξ
2B
A`ξB
is not a cube modulo p;
(ii) |kppq| “ 2m, m odd, and A`ξ
2B
A`ξB
is not a cube in F22m; or
(iii) |kppq| “ 5, A ” ˘B mod p, A ” 2B mod p, or A ” 0 mod p.
The signature of p is p1, 3q.
(b) p is completely split in L, otherwise. The signature of p is p1, 1; 1, 1; 1, 1q.
(3) When vppaq ă 0, we denote by pip a prime element for p (i.e., vpppipq “ 1). The place
p splits as follows:
(a) pOL,x “ P
3, where P is a place of L above p if, and only if, pvppaq, 3q “ 1. That
is, p is fully ramified. The signature of p is p3, 1q.
(b) p is completely split in L if, and only if, 3 | vppaq, |kppq| ” 1 mod p and´
pi
´vppaq
p a
¯p|kppq|´1q{3
” 1 mod p. The signature of p is p1, 1; 1, 1; 1, 1q.
(c) p is inert if, and only if, 3 | vppaq, |kppq| ” 1 mod p and
´
pi
´vppaq
p a
¯p|kppq|´1q{3
”
ξi mod p, where i “ 1, 2. The signature of p is p1, 3q.
(d) pOL,x “ P1P2 where P1 and P2 are two distinct places of L if, and only if,
3 | vppaq, |kppq| ” ´1 mod p. In this case, up to relabelling, the place P1
satisfies fpP1|pq “ 1 and is inert in Lprq, whereas fpP2|pq “ 2 and P2 splits in
Lprq. The signature of p is p1, 1; 1, 2q.
Proof. As a consequence of Theorem 1.18, we may write the minimal polynomial
T pXq “ X3 ´ 3X ´ a,
where a “ 2A
2´2AB´B2
A2´AB`B2
, for some A,B P OK . Let p be a place of K. Since L{K is Galois, by
[1, Theorem 2.3], any root r of the quadratic resolvent RpXq “ X2 ` 3aX ` p´27` 9a2q of
the cubic polynomial X3 ´ 3X ´ a in K lies in K. In particular, the discriminant of T pXq,
∆ “ ´27pa2 ´ 4q (when p ‰ 2) is a square in K.
(1) When vppaq ą 0, then by Kummer’s theorem [9, Theorem 3.3.7], and the splitting of
the polynomial XpX2 ´ 3q mod p, p completely splits.
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(2) When vppaq “ 0,
(a), (b) if |kppq| ” 1 mod 3, then by Corollary 3.15 and 3.16, p is inert in L if, and only
if, the root of the polynomial SpXq “ X2 ` aX ` 1 are non cubes modulo p.
When p “ 2, |kppq| “ 2m, and m odd, p is inert in L if, and only if, the root
of the polynomial SpXq “ X2 ` aX ` 1 are non cubes in F22m . Note that the
roots of the polynomial SpXq are ´A`ξ
2B
A`ξB
and ´ A`ξB
A`ξ2B
, since a “ 2A
2´2AB´B2
A2´AB`B2
.
Moreover, ´A`ξ
2B
A`ξB
is a cube modulo p if, and only if, ´ A`ξB
A`ξ2B
is a cube modulo
p. We thus obtain paq and pbq
(c) when |kppq| ” ´1 mod 3 and p ‰ 2, by Corollary 3.15, p is inert if, and only if,
|kppq| “ 5 and a ” ˘1 mod p. Moreover, a “ 2A
2´2AB´B2
A2´AB`B2
” 1 mod p if, and
only if, 2A2´2AB´B2 “ A2´AB`B2 mod p. Equivalently, A2´AB´2B2 “
pA´ 2BqpA`Bq ” 0 mod p. That is, A ” 2B mod p or A ” ´B mod p.
Also, a “ 2A
2´2AB´B2
A2´AB`B2
” ´1 mod p if, and only if, 2A2 ´ 2AB ´ B2 “ ´A2 `
AB´B2 ” 0 mod p. Equivalently, 3A2´3AB “ 3ApA´Bq ” 0 mod p. That
is, A ” B mod p and A ” 0 mod p.
(3) When vppaq ă 0, the result is immediate from Theorem 3.14.

3.2.3. X3 ` aX ` a2, a P K, p “ 3. As for purely cubic extensions, there exist a local
standard form which is useful for a study of splitting and ramification.
Lemma 3.18. Let p “ 3, and let L{K be a cubic separable extension. Let p be a place of
K. Then there is a generator y such that y3` ay` a2 “ 0 such that vppaq ě 0, or vppaq ă 0
and pvppaq, 3q “ 1. Such a y is said to be in local standard form at p.
Proof. Let p be a place of K. Let y1 be a generator of L{K such that y
3
1 ` a1y1 ` a
2
1 “ 0
(this was shown to exist in [4]). By Lemma 1.11, any other generator y2 with a minimal
equation of the same form y32`a2y2`a
2
2 “ 0 is such that y2 “ ´βp
j
a1
y1`
1
a1
wq, and we have
a2 “
pja21 ` pw
3 ` a1wqq
2
a31
.
Suppose that vppa1q ă 0, and that 3 | vppa1q. Using the weak approximation theorem, we
choose α P K such that vppαq “ 2vppa1q{3, which exists as 3 | vppa1q. Then
vppα
´3ja21q “ 0.
Let w0 P K be chosen so that w0 ‰ ´α
´3ja21 and
vppα
´3ja21 ` w0q ą 0.
This may be done via the following simple argument: As vppα
´3ja21q “ 0, then α
´3ja21 ‰ 0
in kppq.
We then choose some w0 ‰ ´α
´3ja21 P K such that w0 “ ´α
´3ja21 in kppq. Note that
vppw0q “ 0. Thus, α´3ja21 ` w0 “ 0 in kppq and vppα
´3ja21 ` w0q ą 0. As p “ 3, it follows
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that the map X Ñ X3 is an isomorphism of kppq, so we may find an element w1 P K such
that w31 “ w0 mod p. Hence
vppα
´3ja21 ` w
3
1q ą 0.
We then let w2 “ αw1, so that
vppja
2
1 ` w
3
2q “ vppja
2
1 ` α
3w31q ą vppja
2
1q.
Thus, as vppa1q ă 0, we obtain
vppja
2
1 ` pw
3
2 ` a1w2qq ě mintvppja
2
1 ` w
3
2q, vppa1w2qu
ą mintvppja
2
1q, vppa1w2qu
“ mintvppja
2
1q, vppa1q ` 2vppa1q{3u
“ mint2vppa1q, 5vppa1q{3u
“ 2vppa1q.
Hence
vppa2q “ vp
ˆ
pja21 ` pw
3 ` a1wqq
2
a31
˙
ą 4vppa1q ´ vppa
3
1q “ vppa1q.
We can thus ensure (after possibly repeating this process if needed) that we terminate at
an element a2 P K for which vppa2q ě 0 or for which vppa2q ă 0 and pvppa2q, 3q “ 1. 
Theorem 3.19. Suppose that p “ 3. Let L{K be a separable cubic extension and y a
primitive element with minimal polynomial X3 ` aX ` a2. Let p be a place of K and P a
place of L above p. Then p is fully ramified if, and only if, there is w P K, vppαq ă 0 and
pvppαq, 3q “ 1 with
α “
pja2 ` pw3 ` awqq2
a3
.
Equivalently, there is a generator z of L whose minimal polynomial is of the form X3 `
αX ` α2, where vppαq ă 0 and pvppαq, 3q “ 1.
Proof. Let p be a place ofK, and denote byP a place of L above p. When L{F is Galois, this
theorem is simply the usual Artin-Schreier theory (see [9, Proposition 3.7.8]). Otherwise,
since the discriminant of the polynomial X3 ` aX ` a2 is equal to ∆ “ ´4a3 “ ´a3, by
[1, Theorem 2.3], we know that the Galois closure of L{F is equal to Lp∆q “ Lpbq, where
b2 “ ´a. Let pb a place of Kpbq above p. The extension Lpbq{Kpbq is an Artin-Schreier
extension with Artin-Schreier generator y{b possessing minimal polynomial X3´X ` b. As
Lpbq{Kpbq is Galois, if pb is ramified in Lpbq, then it must be fully ramified. Furthermore,
as the degree Kpbq{K is equal to 2, which is coprime with 3, and the index of ramification
is multiplicative in towers, it follows that the place p is fully ramified in L if, and only if, pb
is fully ramified in Lpbq. By [9, Proposition 3.7.8],
(1) pb is fully ramified in Lpbq if, and only if, there is an Artin-Schreier generator z such
that z3 ´ z ´ c with vpbpcq ă 0 and pvpbpcq, 3q “ 1, and
(2) pb is unramified in Lpbq if, and only if, there is an Artin-Schreier generator z such
that z3 ´ z ´ c with vpbpcq ě 0.
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Suppose that there is a generator w such that w3`a1w`a
2
1 “ 0, vppa1q ă 0 and pvppa1q, 3q “
1. Then over Kpb1q, where b
2
1 “ ´a1, we have an Artin-Schreier generator z of Lpb1q such
that z3 ´ z ` b1. Moreover,
vpb1 pb1q “
vpb1 pa1q
2
“
eppb1 |pqvppa1q
2
,
where eppb1 |pq is the index of ramification of pb1 over Kpb1q, whence eppb1 |pq “ 1 or 2. As a
consequence,
pvpb1 pb1q, 3q “ pvppa1q, 3q “ 1,
and pb1 is fully ramified in Lpb1q, so that p too must be fully ramified in L.
Suppose that there exists a generator w such that w3 ` a1w ` a
2
1 “ 0, vppa1q ě 0. Then
over Kpb1q, where b
2
1 “ ´a1, we have a generator z of Lpb1q such that z
3 ´ z ` b1 and
vpb1 pb1q “
eppb1 |pqvppa1q
2
ě 0.
Thus pb is unramified in Lpbq, so that p cannot be fully ramified in L, since the ramification
index is multiplicative in towers. The theorem then follows by Lemma 3.18. 
We finish the section describing the splitting of places in characteristic 3.
Theorem 3.20. Suppose that p “ 3. Let L{K be a separable cubic extension and y a
primitive element with minimal polynomial X3 ` aX ` a2. Let p be a place of K. One can
find x P K such that p is a finite place over Fqpxq and the integral closure of Fqrxs in L is
a Dedekind Domain (see Remark 3.4). For this place p and choice of x, we have:
(1) pOL,x “ P
3 where P is a place of L above p if, and only if, w P K, vppαq ă 0 and
pvppαq, 3q “ 1 with
α “
pja2 ` pw3 ` awqq2
a3
.
The signature of p is p3, 1q.
Otherwise, by Lemma 3.18, there is generator z such that z3`cz`c2 “ 0 such that vppcq ě 0.
In the following, we choose z to be such a generator and b P K such that b2 “ ´c. We let
Tr denote the trace map from kppq into the prime field Fp (§2).
(2) If vppcq “ 0. Then:
(a) p is inert if, and only if, ´c is a square modulo p and Trpbq ı 0 mod p. More-
over, fpP|pq “ 3 for the place P of L above p. The signature of p is p1, 3q.
(b) p is completely split if, and only if, ´c is a square modulo p and Trpbq ” 0
mod p. The signature of p is p1, 1; 1, 1; 1, 1q.
(c) pOL,x “ P1P2 where Pi, i “ 1, 2 are places of L above p if, and only if, ´c
is not a square modulo p. In this case, up to relabelling, the place P1 satisfies
fpP1|pq “ 1 and is inert in Lpbq, whereas fpP2|pq “ 2 and P2 splits in Lpbq.
The signature of p is p1, 1; 1, 2q.
(3) If vppcq ą 0. Then:
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(a) p is completely split if, and only if, 2 | vppcq and ´s
2c is square modulo p for
some s P K such that vpp´s
2cq “ 0. The signature of p is p1, 1; 1, 1; 1, 1q.
(b) pOL,x “ P1P2 where Pi, i “ 1, 2 if, and only if, 2 | vppcq and ´s
2c is not square
modulo p for some s P K such that vpps
2cq “ 0. In this case, up to relabelling,
the place P1 satisfies fpP1|pq “ 1 and is inert in Lpbq, whereas fpP2|pq “ 2 and
P2 splits in Lpbq. The signature of p is p1, 1; 1, 2q.
(c) pOL,x “ P
2
1P2 where Pi, i “ 1, 2 are places of L above p if, and only if,
pvppcq, 2q “ 1 and c is not a square modulo p. Moreover fpPi|pq “ 1, for
i “ 1, 2, P1 is splits in Lpbq and P2 is ramified in Lpbq. The signature of p is
p2, 1; 1, 1q.
Proof. Let p be a place of K.
(1) This is simply Theorem 3.19.
If p does not satisfy the conditions in case p1q, then it is not fully ramified, and by Lemma
3.18, there is a generator z such that z3 ` cz ` c2 “ 0 and vppcq ě 0. In the following, we
choose z to be such a generator and b P K such that b2 “ ´c.
2. If vppcq “ 0, then c :“ c mod p ‰ 0 in kppq. By Lemma 2.3, we have that fpXq “
X3 ` cX ` c2 splits as follows modulo p:
(a) fpXq is irreducible if, and only if, ´c is a non-zero square in kppq and Trpbq ‰ 0
(b) fpXq “ pX ´ αqQpXq where α P kppq and QpXq is an irreducible quadratic
polynomial if, and only if, ´c is not a square in P kppq.
(c) fpXq “ pX ´ αqpX ´ βqpX ´ γq if, and only if, ´c is a non-zero square in kppq
and Trpbq “ 0.
According to Kummer’s theorem [9, Theorem 3.3.7],
(a) fpXq is irreducible modulo p if, and only if, p is inert;
(b) fpXq “ pX ´ αqQpXq modulo p where α P F3m and QpXq is an irreducible
quadratic polynomial if, and only if, pOL,x “ P1P2 where Pi, i “ 1, 2 are places
of L above p; and
(c) fpXq “ pX ´ αqpX ´ βqpX ´ γq modulo p with α, β, γ P kppq all distinct if, and
only if, p is completely split.
Together, these equivalences imply the splitting of p in this case.
3. If vppcq ą 0, then Lpbq{Kpbq is an Artin-Schreier extension by [1, Theorem 2.3], and
there is an Artin Schreier generator w “ z
b
such that w3 ´ w ` b “ 0 and vpbpbq ą 0,
where pb is a place of Kpdq above p. Thus b ” 0 mod pb, and the polynomial
X3 ´X ` b ” X3 ´X mod pb
factors as XpX ´ 1qpX ` 1q modulo pb. By Kummer’s theorem ([9, Theorem 3.3.7]),
we then have that pb is completely split in Lpbq.
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As pb is completely split in Lpbq, we have that p cannot be inert in L. Indeed, if p
were inert in L, then there are at most two places above p in Lpbq, in contradiction
with the proven fact that pb is completely split in Lpbq.
By [5, p.55], p splits completely in L if, and only if, p is completely split in Kpbq
and pb is completely split in Lpbq.
Also, since by the previous argument p cannot be inert in L, we have that either
pOL,x “ P1P2 or pOL,x “ P1P
2
2,
where Pi, i “ 1, 2 are places of L above p. Let Pb be a place of Lpbq above p. When
p is inert in Kpbq, the index of ramification of epPb|pq of p over Lpbq is equal to 1,
since pb is completely split in Lpbq, whence pOL,x “ P1P2. When p is ramified in
Kpbq, then the index of ramification at any place above p in Lpbq is divisible by 2,
since Lpbq{K is Galois by [1, Theorem 2.3], whence pOL,x “ P1P
2
2.
By studying the decomposition of a polynomial of the form X2 ´ d modulo p
over a finite field of characteristic not equal to 2, using again Kummer’s theorem [9,
Theorem 3.3.7] and general Kummer Theory [9, Proposition 3.7.3], we therefore find
that:
(a) p is ramified in Kpbq if, and only if, pvppcq, 2q “ 1,
(b) p is completely split in Kpbq if, and only if, 2 | vppcq and ´s
2c is a square modulo
p for some s P K such that vpps
2cq “ 0, and
(c) p is inert in Kpbq if, and only if, 2 | vppcq and ´s
2c is not square modulo p for
some s P K such that vpps
2cq “ 0.
And the Theorem follows.
The inertia degrees are obtained as a consequence to the fundamental equality [9, Proposi-
tion]. The splitting of Pi in Lprq is an easy consequence of the study of the possible splitting
of the place p in the tower Lpbq{Kpbq{K, where Lpbq{Kpbq is Galois, by [1, Theorem 2.3]. 
3.3. Riemann-Hurwitz formulae. Using the extension data, it is possible to give the
Riemann-Hurwitz theorem for each of our forms in Corollary 1.3. These depend only on
information from a single parameter.
3.3.1. X3 ´ a, a P K, p ‰ 3.
Lemma 3.21. Let p ‰ 3. Let L{K be a purely cubic extension and y a primitive element
of L with minimal polynomial fpXq “ X3 ´ a. Let p be a place of K and P a place of L
over p. Then the following are true:
(1) dpP|pq “ 0 if, and only if, epP|pq “ 1.
(2) dpP|pq “ 2, otherwise. That is, by Theorem 3.7, epP|pq “ 3, which by Theorem 3.6
is equivalent to pvppaq, 3q “ 1.
Proof. By Theorem 3.7, either epP|pq “ 1 or epP|pq “ 2.
(1) As the constant field Fq of K is perfect, all residue field extensions in L{K are
automatically separable. The result then follows from [10, Theorem 5.6.3].
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(2) If epP|pq “ 3, then as p ∤ 3, it follows again from [Theorem 5.6.3, Ibid.] that
dpP|pq “ epP|pq ´ 1 “ 2.

We thus find the Riemann-Hurwitz formula as follows for purely cubic extensions when
the characteristic is not equal to 3, which resembles that of Kummer extensions, but no
assumption is made that the extension is Galois.
Theorem 3.22 (Riemann-Hurwitz I). Let p ‰ 3. Let L{K be a purely cubic geometric
extension, and y a primitive element of L with minimal polynomial fpXq “ X3 ´ a. Then
the genus gL of L is given according to the formula
gL “ 3gK ´ 2`
ÿ
pvppaq,3q“1
dKppq.
Proof. This follows from Lemma 3.23, [10, Theorem 9.4.2], and the fundamental identityř
eifi “ rL : Ks “ 3. 
3.3.2. X3 ´ 3X ´ a, a P K, p ‰ 3.
Lemma 3.23. Let p ‰ 3. Let L{K be an impurely cubic extension and y a primitive element
of L with minimal polynomial fpXq “ X3 ´ 3X ´ a. Let p be a place of K and P a place
of L over p. Let ∆ “ ´27pa2 ´ 4q be the discriminant of fpXq and r P K a root of the
quadratic resolvent RpXq “ X2` 3aX ` p´27` 9a2q of fpXq. Then the following are true:
(1) dpP|pq “ 0 if, and only if, epP|pq “ 1.
(2) If epP|pq “ 3, which by Theorem 3.9 is equivalent to vppaq ă 0 and pvppaq, 3q “ 1,
then dpP|pq “ 2.
(3) If epP|pq “ 2,
(a) If p ‰ 2, by Corollary 3.15, this occurs precisely when ∆ is not a square in K,
a ” ˘2 mod p, pvpp∆q, 2q “ 1, and 2 | vPp∆q. In this case, dpP|pq “ 1.
(b) If p “ 2, by Corollary 3.16, this occurs when r R K, a ” 0 mod p, there is
wp P K such that vpp
`
1
a2
` 1´ w2p ` wp
˘
, 2q “ 1 and vp
`
1
a2
` 1´ w2p ` wp
˘
ă
0. Also, in this case, there exists ηP P L such that vP
`
1
a2
` 1´ η2P ` ηP
˘
ě 0,
and we have for this P that
dpP|pq “ ´vp
ˆ
1
a2
` 1´ w2p ` wp
˙
` 1.
Proof. Let p be a place of K, Pr a place of Lprq above p, P “ PrXL, and pr “ PrXKprq.
(1) As the constant field Fq of K is perfect, all residue field extensions in L{F are
automatically separable. The result then follows from [10, Theorem 5.6.3].
(2) If epP|pq “ 3, then as p ∤ 3, it follows again from [Theorem 5.6.3, Ibid.] that
dpP|pq “ epP|pq ´ 1 “ 2.
(3) When epP|pq “ 2,
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(a) if p ‰ 2, then by [Theorem 5.6.3, Ibid.], dpP|pq “ epP|pq ´ 1 “ 1.
(b) if p “ 2, then we work on the tower Lprq{Kprq{K.
If epP|pq “ 2, then eppr|pq “ 2, epPr|prq “ 1 and epPr|Pq “ 1, by Theorem
3.16. As p “ 2, the extension Kprq{K is Artin-Schreier and is generated by an
element α such that α2´α “ 1
a2
` 1. By Artin-Schreier theory (see [9, Theorem
3.7.8]), as eppr|pq “ 2, there exists an element wp P K such that
pvp
ˆ
1
a2
` 1´ w2p ` wp
˙
, 2q “ 1 and vp
ˆ
1
a2
` 1´ w2p ` wp
˙
ă 0.
In addition, since epPr|Pq “ 1, there exists ηP P L such that
vP
ˆ
1
a2
` 1´ η2P ` ηP
˙
ě 0.
By Artin-Schreier theory (see [9, Theorem 3.7.8]), we obtain
dppr|pq “ ´vp
ˆ
1
a2
` 1´ w2p ` wp
˙
` 1.
By [10, Theorem 5.7.15], we then find by equating differential exponents in the
towers Lprq{Kprq{K and Lprq{L{K that
dpPr|pq “ dpPr|Pq ` epPr|PqdpP|pq “ dpPr|prq ` epPr|prqdppr|pq.
This implies that
dpP|pq “ dppr|pq “ ´vp
ˆ
1
a2
` 1´ w2p ` wp
˙
` 1,
as epPr|Pq “ epPr|prq “ 1 implies dpPr|Pq “ dpPr|prq “ 0.

We are now able to state and prove the Riemann-Hurwitz formula for this cubic form.
Theorem 3.24 (Riemann-Hurwitz II). Let p ‰ 3. Let L{K be a cubic geometric extension
and y a primitive element of L with minimal polynomial fpXq “ X3 ´ 3X ´ a. Let ∆ “
´27pa2 ´ 4q be the discriminant of fpXq and r a root of the quadratic resolvent RpXq “
X2 ` 3aX ` p´27` 9a2q of the cubic polynomial X3 ´ 3X ´ a in K.Then the genus gL of
L is given according to the formula
(1) If p ‰ 2, then
gL “ 3gK ´ 2`
1
2
ÿ
pPS
dKppq `
ÿ
vppaqă0
pvppaq,3q“1
dKppq.
where S is the set of places of K such that both a ” ˘2 mod p and vpp∆, 2q “ 1.
Moreover, the set S is empty when ∆ is a square in K.
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(2) If p “ 2, then
gL “ 3gK ´ 2`
1
2
ÿ
pPS
r´vp
ˆ
1
a2
` 1´ w2p ` wp
˙
` 1sdKppq `
ÿ
vppaqă0
pvppaq,3q“1
dKppq,
where S is the set of places of K such that both a ” 0 mod p and there exists wp P K
such that vp
`
1
a2
` 1´ w2p ` wp
˘
ă 0 and pvp
`
1
a2
` 1´ w2p ` wp
˘
, 2q “ 1. Moreover,
the set S is empty when r P K.
Proof. (1) By [10, Theorem 9.4.2], the term associated with a placeP of L in the different
DL{F contributes
1
2
dLpPq
dpP|pq to the genus of L, where p is the place of K below P,
dLpPq is the degree of the place P, and dpP|pq is the differential exponent of P|p.
By the fundamental identity
ř
i eifi “ rL : Ks “ 3 for ramification indices ei and
inertia degrees fi of all places of L above p, we always have that fi “ 1 whenever p
ramifies in L (fully or partially). Thus from Lemma 3.23, it follows that dpP|pq “ 2
if p is fully ramified, whereas dpP|pq “ 1 if p is partially ramified. The result then
follows by reading off [Theorem 9.4.2, Ibid.] and using the conditions of Lemma 3.23.
(2) This follows in a manner similar to part (1) of this theorem, via Lemma 3.23 for
p “ 2.

We obtain directly the following corollary when the extension L{K is Galois.
Corollary 3.25. Let p ‰ 3. Let L{K be a Galois cubic geometric extension and y a
primitive element of L with minimal polynomial fpXq “ X3 ´ 3X ´ a. Then the genus gL
of L is given according to the formula
gL “ 3gK ´ 2`
ÿ
vppaqă0
pvppaq,3q“1
dKppq.
3.3.3. X3 ` aX ` a2, a P K, p “ 3.
Lemma 3.26. Suppose that p “ 3. Let L{K be a separable cubic extension and y a primitive
element with minimal polynomial X3 ` aX ` a2. Let p be a place of K and P a place of L
above p.
(1) dpP|pq “ 0 if, and only if, epP|pq “ 1.
(2) when epP|pq “ 3, by Theorem 3.19, there is wp P K such that vppαpq ă 0 and
pvppαpq, 3q “ 1 with
αp “
pja2 ` pw3p ` awpqq
2
a3
.
Then dpP|pq “ ´vppαpq ` 2.
(3) dpP|pq “ 1 whenever epP|pq “ 2. Moreover, by Lemma 3.18, when epP|pq “ 2,
there is generator zp such that z
3
p ` cpzp ` c
2
p “ 0 and vppcpq ě 0, pvppcpq, 2q “ 1 and
2|vPpcpq.
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Proof. Let b P K such that b2 “ ´a, p be a place of K, Pb be a place of Lpbq above p,
pb “ Pb XKpbq, P “ Pb X L.
(1) This is an immediate consequence of [10, Theorem 5.6.3].
(2) Suppose that p is ramified in L, whence pb is ramified in Lpbq. Moreover, by Theorem
3.19, there exists wp P K such that vppαpq ă 0 and pvppαpq, 3q “ 1, where
αp “
pja2 ` pw3p ` awpqq
2
a3
,
and furthermore, there exists a generator zp of L such that z
3
p `αpzp`α
2
p “ 0. Again
by [Theorem 5.6.3, Ibid.], the differential exponent dppb|pq “ dpPb|Pq of p over Kpbq
(resp. P over Lpbq) is equal to
(a) 1 if p is ramified in Kpbq, whence eppb|pq “ epPb|Pq “ 2, and
(b) 0 if p is unramified in Kpbq, whence eppb|pq “ epPb|Pq “ 1.
By [1, Theorem 2.3], Lpbq{Kpbq is Galois and ´αp is a square in Kpbq. We write
´αp “ β
2
p . Moreover, wp “
zp
βp
and w3p ´ wp ´ βp “ 0. Moreover,
vpbpβpq “
vpbpαpq
2
“
eppb|pqvppαpq
2
with eppb|pq “ 2 or 1, depending on whether p is ramified or not in Kpbq. Also,
vpbpβpq “ vppαpq when p is ramified inKpbq, whereas vpbpβpq “
vppαpq
2
when p is unram-
ified in Kpbq (note that in this case 2|vppαpq). Thus vpbpβpq ă 0 and pvpbpβpq, 3q “ 1
and by [9, Theorem 3.7.8], we also have that the differential exponent dpPb|pbq of pb
in Lpbq satisfies
dpPb|pbq “ 2p´vppβpq ` 1q.
By [10, Theorem 5.7.15], the differential exponent of p in Lpbq satisfies
dpPb|pq “ dpPb|pbq ` epPb|pbqdppb|pq “ dpPb|Pq ` epPb|PqdpP|pq.
Thus,
(a) if p is ramified in Kpbq “ Kpβpq, that is, pvppαpq, 2q “ 1 by [9, Proposition 3.7.3],
then 2p´vppαpq ` 1q ` 3 “ 1` 2dpP|pq and
dpP|pq “ ´vppαpq ` 2,
whereas
(b) if p is unramified in Kpbq, that is, 2|vppαpq again by [9, Proposition 3.7.3], then
also
dpP|pq “ 2
ˆ
´
vppαpq
2
` 1
˙
“ ´vppαpq ` 2.
(3) This is immediate from Theorem 3.20 and [10, Theorem 5.6.3], via application of the
same method as in Lemma 3.23 p3q.

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Finally, we use this to conclude the Riemann-Hurwitz formula for cubic extensions in
characteristic 3.
Theorem 3.27 (Riemann-Hurwitz III). Suppose that p “ 3. Let L{K be a separable cubic
extension and y a primitive element with minimal polynomial X3`aX`a2. Then the genus
gL of L is given according to the formula
gL “ 3gK ´ 2`
1
2
ÿ
pPS
p´vppαpq ` 2q dKppq `
1
2
ÿ
pPT
dKppq,
where
(1) S is the set of places of K for which there exists wp P K such that vppαpq ă 0,
pvppαpq, 3q “ 1 with
αp “
pja2 ` pw3p ` awpqq
2
a3
,
and
(2) T is the set of places of K for which there is generator zp such that z
3
p `cpzp`c
2
p “ 0,
vppcpq ě 0 and pvppcpq, 2q “ 1.
Proof. This follows from Lemma 3.26, [10, Theorem 9.4.2], and the fundamental identityř
eifi “ rL : Ks “ 3. 
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